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WHY REPAIR TV TUNERS?

CASTLE REPLACEMENTS
start at .
Select by part number below. Write, phone or wire order.

No mailing   no waiting   no nonsense!

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENTS
Prefer to do it yourself?

Thes Castle replacement tuners ans all equipped with memory fin
tuning and UHF position with plug input for UHF tuner. They com
complete with hardware and component kit to adapt for use in thou-
sands of popular TV receivers

'Supplied with moo. length selector shalt (measured from tuner front
apron to tip) ... you cut to suit.

STOCK
No.

CR6P

CR1S

CR9S

CR6XL

CR1XL

CR9XL

95
SHAFT I.F. OUTPUT

HEATERS Min.' Max.' Snd. Pic.

Parallel 6.3v

Series 600mA

Series 450mA

Parallel 6.3v

Series 600mA

Series 450mA

13/4" 3"
13/4" 3"
13/4" 3"
21/2" 12"

21/2" 12"

21/2" 12"

41.25 45.75

41.25 45.75

41.25 45.75

41.25 45.75

41.25 45.75

41.25 45.75

PRICE

8.95

9.50

9.50

10.45

11.00

11.00

(t1 EXACT REPLACEMENTS Purchase outright ... no exchange needed. $1 5.95 ea.

Castle replacements made to fit exactly in place of original tuner. Available in the following popular numbers.

94E210-1
94E210-1
94E227-2
94E228- I
94E229-4
94E229-8
940257-1
940257 -7
94D257-49
94E260 -8H
94E26C- II
94E261 -1B
94E261 -1C
94E261 -1D
940261-4
940273-2
94C273-4
940273-7
940273.8
940273.9
94CZ71-10
94C27 1.1 3
94C27 1- 15
94C261- IK
940280-1D
94C286 -1E
94C286 -1J
940288 -IL
94C286-43
94C286 -
940286-12
94C286-
94C289- I

ADMIRAL EMERSON 140042- 1 LOPTT 3997
340052-1 LOPTT349YA

471351 340053- 1 OPTT 199YA
471512 340066-1 OPTT402
471515 340067-1 LOPT T402
471678 340069-1 CPTT403
471682 340078.1 OPTT404
471700 340078-2 OPTT404A

340045-2 CPTT405
OPTT414A

G E 140130-1

CURTIS

MATHES

7A I1
7A17
IA 38
7A48
7A050
7/03-001
7A050- 001
7A59- 001

MOTOROLA

OPT T121C
OPTT12 ID
TTI33A
TT133YA
LTT 107A
OTT 122A
CPTT332A
CPTT338B
DC PT T 11813
CMTT 340A
CMTT 34013
TT 3488
NTT 348A
V TT 14313
V TT 14913
CPTT3SOB
CPTT356YA
TT 361
OPTT1611,13
CPTT366Y

110-17 CPTT366YD
110-24 OPTT366Y0
110.25 NCPTT376YA
110-31 CPTT378YA
110- In NCPTTI78YA

OPTT 1857
OPT T3851(A

MAGNAVOX OP TT386 YA
OPTT388YA

340009-1 CPTT39GYA
140010.1 °PI1'3900B
140017- 1 OPTT 194
340038-1 SCPTT394
340040-1 AOPTT399

ET86 X 168
ETH6X208
ET116 X212
ET800211
ET86X214
ET/360215
ET86X221
ET86X224
ETn0X227
El -860230
0786%231
ET/36X232
ET86X2 36
ET/360242
El -860244
El -860255
ET/16X256
ET86X265
ET86X277
ETK6X281

HEATH KIT

MU N TZ

PR6352- 1
PRO 364
PRO 176
PR9021
PR 9044
PR 9045
PR 9050
PR 9058

OLYMPIC

CL4692- 1
CL5220. 1
CL26874- 1
C L29554
CL29 566
C L29650
C L31579
CL331358
CL14190
CL141135
K240I IUSA- IC
K5001 IUSAH 3

PHILCO

76-12405-4
76-13579-5
76-1 157 9-7
76.13579-8
76-13579-9
76.11851-2
76- 11871- I
76 -1 394 5-1

76-13955
76-11955.2
76.13955-5

RCA

K RK 10IA
K RK I 0 IC
KRKIOIF
KOKIOIL
K RK I 04A
K 31K 104C
KRK104F
KRK104L
KRK107A
K RK 10713
KRK107C
KRK 107D
K RK I07E
KRK107F
K ft KIOIA
KRK10811
KRK108C
KRK1090
KR KI ObE
KRKIOnF
KRKII1B
KRK116B
KRK I 1 8A
K OK I I IC
KRK 1180

KI4K12 30
KRK 124AA
KRK 124U
KREI27AA
KRK I27AB
KRK12713
KRK 127 BA
K RK 127E
K RKI27L
KRK 127 T
KRK 127U
KRK 127W
KRK 128AB

KRK128U

KRK1 11BC
KRK I 310
KRK1 110

SEARS

95-75
95-141-0D
95-358.0
95-417-0A
95-480-3B
95-480-3D
95 -481 -IA ZENITH
95-500.0A
95 -500 -IA
95-500-113

SYLVANIA

54 11644- 1
54-11702.1
54-17234.1
54.17416-2
54-17436.3
54-17436-4
54-17436-5
54 - 17778 - 1

54-23851-3
54-23857.2
54-78093.1
54-88847.35
54.89093.1
54 -89720 -IA
54-89720-3
54- 89840. 2A
54-94689-3
54-97948-6
54-97948-7

WESTING-
HOUSE

4700 007H01
4700019H05
4701/0191801

470V030HOI
4701/0493101
4701/149H01
47001513401
4700158003
4700161001
4709188001
4701/180002
4700190001
4700191001
4701/191002
4700191001

175-167
175-168
175.170
175-201
175-202
17 5-202 A
175-2015
175-204
175.204A
175-206
175.212
175-213
175-214
175-216
175.220
175-112
175-228
175.230
175-212
175.254
175.256
175.262
175-264
175.266
175-268
175.272
175.402
175-405
175.406
175-412
175-416
175-418
17 5.420

175421 175-7. 116-1111 MISC INCLUDING
175-420 175-722 175.1114 PRIVATE LABELS175-431
175-454

175.711
175.712

175.1135
175.1136 TA82

175-601 175-711 175.1137 TAI24
175.602 175-714 175-1138 TA 129
175-604 175-715 175-1119 TM 31
175-621 175-736 175.1140 TAI 13
175-622 175-717 175-1141 TA1 16
175.640 175 718 175-1142 TA1 18
175-641 175-719 175-1141 TA147
175-642 175-740 175-1144 TAISO
175.041 175-741 175-1145 TA 167
175-644 175.1146 /SA1241.00211
175-645 175-743 175.1147 25AI 241- 00413
175-646 175-744 175-1148 25A1241-0058
175-647 175-745 175-1150 2SA1241-000
175-660 175-746 175-1151 25A124 5.0050
175-661 175-747 175-1152 25A1245.0060
175-662 175-748 175-1153 25A1245-009
175-661 175.750 175-1154 258.1245-011
175-666 175-751 175-1155 2551246-001
175-667 175-752 175-1156 25A1246-001
175-668 175.753 175-1157 2551246-004
175-669 175-754 175-1160 25AI246- 005A
175-671 175-755 175-1161 2 5A1247- 002
175-680 175-756 175-1162 25A1249-0CIA
175-681 175-757 175-1161 2 SA1249- 0010
175-682 17 5-7 58 175-1164 2 5.5125 1-001
175-681 175-759 175-1166 25A1251-00IB
175-684 175-700 175.1166 2551253-001D
175-685 175-761 175-1167 2SAILS6-0CIC
175-686 175-762 175.1168 25A1258 -001A
175-687 175-701 175-1169 25,51258-001C
175-688 175-704 175-1170 25A1261.001
175-689 175-1101 175-1172 25A1264-00IB
175.690 175-1102 175-1175 25A1265- 001B

175.1101 175-1176 25A1268-001
175.708 175-1104 175-1177 25A1270-001

175-1105 175-1178 006-014700
175-711 175-1106 175-1179 006-015000
175-712 175.1108 006-015700
175-713 175.1118 006-016500
175-715 175-1119 006-017100
175-716 175-1120 006-017700
175-717 175-1121 006-018600
175-718 175-1122 006-020100
175-719 175.1131 006-020900
175-720 175.11 32 006-021000

'Supplied with new channel indicator skirt knob, original illuminated dial is not used.

(CI OVERHAUL SERVICE - All makes and

VHF or UHF tuner (1960 or later)

TRANSISTOR tuner
COLOR tuner

models. ® CUSTOM EXCHANGE REPLACEMENTS
$9.95 When our inspection reveals that original tuner is unfit

$9.95
for overhaul, we offer an exact replacement
If exact replacement is not available in our stock we

$9.95 custom rebuild the original at the exchange price.
Overhaul includes parts, except tubes and transistors.
Dismantle tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in defec-
tive unit only.
Remove all accessories...or dismantling charge may apply.
Your tuner will be expertly overhauled , aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.

(Replacements are new or rebuilt.)

* PROFESSIONAL "CONTACT OVERHAUL" KIT
Do your own minor tuner over-
hauling by using this professional
kit of chemicals. Dealer Net $5.50

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: 5713 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60645  Ph. 312-561-6354

EAST: 130 -0389th Rd., Richmond Hill, N.Y. 11418  Ph. 212-846-5300
. for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card



ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER

TrmirpAuer
COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 21 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

ADMIRAL 1346 PHILCO-FORD 1347
Color Chassis K10 Color TV Chassis 21ST90,T/21ST91

GENERAL ELECTRIC 1345 ZENITH 1348
TV Chassis D2

MAGNAVOX 1349
TV Chassis T942 Series

ANTT 040
ANT TEAR

300,5

WV ANTI

rizasi

Color TV Chassis 40BC50

t.tN

1.1_4L TUNER

Y4C
5W

6009T

TA/OM
75V

jazti.,

1401.11

10

v3
ro 7154 IdC MAPCEO

1

AUDIO
,1

I

I r
5T

5

clo.

I
roo.

AT 2 2
I

mo 3v

o1
IMP
0+

AL +AM
C1411

UTZ
1/0041.4)

Wow, N. C?,
50F

5

,OF 00110701E
ANT MY

T.°(

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION D.E. PART NO.

R401-3.60, 10%, 5w, wire wound ET14X183
R207 -2M, vert linearity ET49X499
R214 -500K, vert size ET49X500
C402A-250 of, +100/-10%, 165v ET31X300
C402B-300 of, +100/-10%, 160v ET31X300
C402C-10 of, +100/.10%, 150v ET31X300
C4020-50, +100/10%, 160v ET31X300
L150-coil-47.25MHz trap assembled with core ET36X647
L201-yoke-deflection ET76X56
L251-coil-horiz oscillator ET35X51
L255-coil-width control ET36X774
L302-coil-quadratura w/core ET36X732
L403-coil-choke, line filter ET38X887
T154-xformer.sound take -off, 4.5MHz trap w/core ET36X854
T201-xforrneryert output ET64X 106
T251-coil-horiz output xformer w/cap & lead assembly ET77X95
7301-xformer-audio output ET64X105

fuse -2.0e fast acting ET1OX41

70
1.000

IA

CANT TE70701.3 OR RANDLE BUM. 1144 T 1.5
o AWE 4111.01.0 SAACIaT)1004

SOME

AACI T

6100

L___ side

+440v

ow(// C07011.01 NOTED
 1000 AP 000,000

CAPACITORS MORE 'MANI. No
CANC00115 LESS Tm11. I 
REMITC*1 ARE 22 WATT

WOK CIZON OCR
I MD 1111C4IT NMI=

Nr-11-.
MC

PAMIRS WED 0160. -
NMSTA-V11111 SWITCH MODELS

114W F401
104 CA

coo

/01/ AC00,

-14A'
Nsii 15V

s.ot 
MITA VOW

.1.;"% i

1100,1* COMIC NODE

/7 V
110

'.
000

,`;

5000

nr\--r2,,7

ITT lam

A

I 20V

MO WARM sowv ve
01411

V 5 :Tag

PILOT LIGHTS F01
MOSS 01015

LYNF TUNAS

1154 line
0151

NN CM/ a. COW
020

1F50v IP
EAR/Now

J30.

V5B

eve

1.10E0 ON SCAM
1100ELS

14

_L

4.1rir M 4A
O5

tr.
51,2 NC

/11124

OV "OIDeNY

1

2500
^.7

;;
fi"T"-- vac
r

a., 41?.'

+1400

V4B
vs '41.0

AOC KILTER

-36
-5V

*LT

45V

Via
171 11.70

RCM 1.001 OCT

ALL 50LTAGE IKAILMEMENTS MADE WITN  Orb WIT.
KSPECT TO CHASSIS POUND RECEivEROS0111101.5
SET FOR NORMAL OPERATION MEASUREIAENTE MAy
DEVIATE 110% AT WM AC LINE P3LTAGE

2 MOM 001-511101 AND OF, SIGNAL MEASLMEMENTS
VARY TWO VOLTAGES ARE SHOWN ON -SIGNAL
POLTAGE APPEARS IN ITALICS OVER OFF -SIGNAL
VOLTAGE
CPI- SIGNAL VOLTAGES I MIT SAN/CS unv, raw

esonsiarif Sr& 1..70. "cm* -is FO
OPP-SiGNAL VOLTAGES TAKN WITN ANTENNA
DISCONNECTED  ANTENNA) ERMINALS SKORTED
70001010 ON UNUSED CNANNIEL
ALL OTNER CONTROLS ARC ADJUSTED FOR NO.M111..
OPERATION

5205
2500

0252
It

50v

r125)

+140V

rig1

=sir

O 402 0205

BOOST

0 011

45V

TIOE0 AMR

1345
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
TV Chassis D2

MARCH  1971

.1.ST.os
TiS

M./070 TAKEOFF
04.5 SC TRAP

VERT OUT OF
SYNC 'WANKING
BAR W CENTER OF
MASTER

5161

KM Oat
100

TOPIN SOP WC

+140V

"B:
"11

VIO

-Elf UCM
2lOS P4

elfg

3.321

30v
Toi%

eft
I

115{0'4.11."***
0000)

tiv

0soo.

110101

C.

+700

'0220

_I
viii 1707D

076
,72 OLT*
NO. OSC

3 I7DV

C259
"Q° 7.5V

171.251

V

// 3-2-V M0412
NOLD

M4231,-1111"

C111,r

C262

ZIP
Z 2220050

4140V

4700

0101

.1"7-

111

 . SCOPE SYNCED AT 112
vERT FAEOuENCy
N. SCOPE SYNCED AT 1/2
RORIE FRECuENC
INOCATES VARIATION WITH CONTROL SETTING
INDICATES PRODUCTION CHANGE

7";
135

-/PI/
-15Vi

r.1:?

Nznr00

606
23 2321

0./TWIT

0:,074,.

TEL.

0,0

54w

li-L21RA'S LIDO 1
I 'I -a 1=1111t

'V
!KV

%I"

**
"T"

600 ON
2( YODELS

15221
5401
011 21'
710011.5

4000 50057

1+ 140V
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1346
ADMIRAL

Color Chassis K10

ELECTRONIC L7 / 7L71/ /-TECHNICIAN /DEALER / /
MARCH  1971
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

VHF TUNER 946344-1
It Pet r L44441

011112111
1-4448

1-0446
11111 110/

L 3-

'rEL._

TT

LV431 Lv4310

(vol

1-1/541 I 04.
1841

LV35

TI

LV43C

I _.;011-'7
CVO
1221

144

WO

CYril

57821-6
334 1 11112

051
IN56cyBrir

Lv19

1-47.
01 mom 1

iN

57821-7

112:21021,0

LV430 MET 14-- flat
talc., ,- -o- - -6- -

I

11 1710

101

..Fmre-40

Sr

R1471r
nil 2.11 0©

10001

CWOT
"gic-, -.r

---,Pi .71/ ,

EilL822

571321-2
111056.
053

10Y

itr
Clot

01.1

1.1Y wa

e UHF TUNER 946337_1
Ill 5014 1,- LUI - Ni _

M(Wit I 1

11114

JU15

?AN
10 MI

tr I'

-1

IyN
211

cr.N-, co),

Irl $11311
2.11 <220

RUA/ CHANGES
0 Start 0/ yyroduchon.

--
1410 CHI

C14 VI Imo Pv50
CV5 C017 PLUG

'F-1)00
10001 1-) 1 JV49

O
0

_4,41C0AIJICI
Li"

1-151

-NW LVE
1

f

_LON

LU5

Lull
111

1.20 ID12

SEC. If

CRU4
1

WW1 .4
coo T 101f 111/1 1326111 Of

Off 0010 /S101111/(0.
51411.10 nil 000rECIS10
Of .401 or (/001 41 VW.

F, 1011/.f
/112( I

X 4 10 X I.
NH pi

57B21-4
III DEC

054

UHF TUNER 946336-1",TFEMI
itAl §":15."Iacm.-!

ID Off

I1/1
101

11115

JU15
ACK

0.11 _L
so - - , WAGI" - - - - -

TFir Ito.
,,,,CrisU

100
CU

GU

TII0j0:1ILLIEti - I- t CUM

93A59.1
UNF NMI
CRU4

CUI2 CU3C I
.110.,

236.116E Co 11, ,,,,,i1iciris'i I
111 Two col 57UNEB21-2

1

I
AW33 050

054
I

SCH(1,1477C NOTES:
1.-10455O110010. laiS101011011f /111414 /0% I141411100 MUMS /11/C014140S 011133

011111/51/10114110. 11441.4100 Ylial'S 0101151M MX ID III Ill SOX.
/10/14170 471115 1(1 51C010.

40/1401 I WUXI 10115
1017445111(11/71 VIVI, 1/11 111,811 10 114 55/S 010010. Jr 1101.4C 1llf, 1111101115 1 1-7 10114015 141 VIII, 011110/11

N14011111/01011(51 (00111111 741151011111C(S.
40111110 7111.1 010105(0 0011 (111111 DM, r0101 (017001 110.,11401155 I (011145110111010 11 0/1.
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der II 715110/111111. 10111154 11/0/71(55 C0111005 511 101 XXX 1101010.
10105101V11491/01
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10 101 011 11 010/0407 0/11111111101113/5141C1 *WAIL XV 011011011 I /00 1.1101 011111(1. 00 ICI 47101 fiCaSfyi #141

10'41:15101 1(405.
ICC 0111/01
X Der 0/170011401017 5(11/10 01 Ire 001W1. /1 401 1010511(17 /5 0100411, 1f/10 10 sifria ifassdiT PPM
4010 1010511111 XX 00101 103/1/00 50 1141001110111011 111001l0 10 /1511111 00/0/II41 5111110.
9101101111 00110001(0 01 AffeiS1011 1/110 Rs 711.
LI10/11:1051 i50141/0111419101111 rivil 01 ly/C11110 4010/0 Ulf ICSSI1/1111 51011 I 01041(10 WI 101/11111.
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REV
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1504
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HOY
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_
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1347
PHI LCO-FORD

Color TV Chassis
21ST90,T/21ST91

MARCH  1971

TECHNICIAN/DEALER
ELECTRONIC 2-7-=Eiza
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

OSCILLOSCOPE WAVEFORM PATTERNS

These waveforms were taken with the receiver AGC control adjusted for an approximate peak -to -peak output of two volts
at the video detector, using an air signal. Do not reset AGC control when using color bar generator. All monochrome voltages
taken with average air signal and all chrome voltages taken with a color bar generator connected to the antenna input ter-
minals. The chrome peak -to -peak voltages were taken with the chrome control set for 0.5V peak -to -peak at Pin 2 of V40 and
the tint control set for proper color bars (approximately mid -range), all other controls set for normal viewing. The frequencies
shown are those of the waveforms not the sweep rate of the oscilloscope. All voltages taken with a wide band scope
having a 5MHz bandwidth similar to MK Model 1450.

CI 2 VOLTS P/P,
60 HZ
(MAX.
CONTRAST)

02 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ
(MAX.
CONTRAST)

I IA
0 165 V. P/P. (MAX. 0 65 V. P/P. (MIN.

CON.) 15.750 HZ CON.) 15.750 HZ

0 45 VOLTS P/P,
60 HZ

0 '17 VOLTS P/P,
y.5,750 HZ

0 57 VOLTS P/P.
60 HZ

5.5 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

iii III)

0 65 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

ri
0 30 VOLTS P/P,

15,750 HZ

0 130 VOLTS P/P.
60 HZ

0 50 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

0 15.750 HZ LOOSE so 12 VOLTS P/P, 03 2.5 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZCOUPLED 3.58 MHZ

0 20 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

A

"AY

0 90 VOLTS P/P,
(CHROMA)
70 V. P/P, (SYNC)
15.750 HZ

30 VOLTS P/P,
(CHROMA)
70 V. P/P, (SYNC)
15.750 HZ

00.2 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ

0 35 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

0 14 VOLTS P/P,
60 HZ

V\ /\
\J' J

0 140 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

® 60 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ

0 2.8 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

;-\ -;-,

At t
0 50 VOLTS P/P,

15.750 HZ

0

10 900 VOLTS P/P,
60 HZ (SPIKE)
150 VOLTS P/P,
60 HZ (SAWTOOTH)

0 180 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

.5 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ

0 85 VOLTS P/P, 1:3 2 VOLTS P/P,
ICHROMA) ICHROMA)
70 V. P/P, (SYNC) 5 V. P/P, (SYNC)
15.750 HZ 15,750 HZ

2.5 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

Fr
10 45 VOLTS P/P,

15,750 HZ

-

(2) 8.5 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

It9 170 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

® 15 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

0 6 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

O 230 VOLTS P/P
15,750 HZ

® 70 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

O 105 VOLTS P/P
3.58 MHZ

O 11 VOLTS P/P,
3.58 MHZ

6 80 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ

O 13 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

® 640 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

,0,000 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 H2

® 70 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ

® 17 VOLTS P/P,
3.58 MHZ

01111111111M

9 VOLTS P/P,
3.58 MHZ

::;, 130 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ

0 135 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ (MAX.
CONTRAST)

® 28 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ

e 520 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ

-4 (YR/"."`,"'

0 360 VOLTS P/P, 30 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ15,750 HZ

ANO DETECTOR PANEL

1

1"M::
a

012011
500D
OCR,
HOLD

DEFLECTION AND SOUNOMNEL

LL
THHHSAsTon
DAS

SOT TOW va

A
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A

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PHILCO-FORD PART NO.

C208-150-20.20-100/3500 B+ filter 30-2616.21
C209 -5C0-500, 500 1500 100/3500 8+ filter 30-26222
CR200-varactor, picture preference 34-8057-21
D208-zener, background 348057-32
L8-xformer, 4.5MHz trap 32.4869.1
L36 -tint control 32-4112-63
L39 -reactance 32-4877+1
L100-quadrature 32-4876-1
L103-horiz frequency 32-4891.1
N36 -phase detector 30-6055+1
N37 -phase detector 30-60551
N38 -matrix 76-14268,2
N 100-vert integrator 30-6030-16
RT1-AGC comp thermistor 33.1376-8
RT200-degaussing thermistor 33.1376-6
RV200-degaussing varistor 33+1379-1
RV201-high voltage adjustment varistor 33-1379-12
RV202-horiz bias varistor 33+1379-11
RV203-regular B+ varistor 33-1379-9
SW 204-on/off/Power 42-2167-1
VR1-750 fl sound reject 33-5628-3
VR2 AGC 33-5628-4

'4 .mm.
miltri

04
Tv !
13T IF

C11

BC
D

E

REM'
155'
4.0/

C12
2T

C11. 

530
530

an:  C300
ego 15.0m/

1000

25
TORT

Rt4
10

CI,

10

05

5001511

.64 2,4,5 uv
I:14;7 .,

1 ms ,E1

VR36-A-green drive, H -blue drive, C -red drive 33-5632-1
VR100-A-horiz bias, 8-vert linearity, C -height 33.5627-2
VR102-A-color killer, B-AGC, C -noise inverter 33-5627-1
VR201-10n, vert center 33-5609-1
VR202-12M, focus adjustment 33-5631-10
VR203-1.2K, tint 121ST90,T1 33.5639-2
VR203-1.2K, tint (21ST91) 33,5642-1
VR204-1M, volume 121ST90, 33-5639-1
VR204-1M, volume (21ST91) 33-5642.3
VR206-500 n, brightness 121ST90. T) 33-5636.18
V8206-5005, brightness 121ST911 33-5642,7
VR207-100n. contrast 121ST90, TI 33-5636.22
VR207-1005, contrast (21ST91) 33-5642.5
VR208-500K, vert hold 1215790, TI 33-5636-18
VR208-500K, vert hold (21ST91) 33.5642-8
VR209-1M, picture quality (2157911 33-5642-4
VR211-5000, horiz hold 121ST90, TI 33-5636-22
VR212-5M, high voltage adjustment 33-5642 14
VR213-105, horiz centering 33-560911
AOT-audio output 32+10057.2
FC-filter choke 32+10044-1
HOT-horiz output 32-10135-1
PT -power 32-10142.1
VOT-vert output 32+10080-3
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H

vat

1)1

55
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'
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"
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van 000
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1  M
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ACT PANEL
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16
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I

-
I -Silikrit

I
S 25

60.2 45246

001

M202

+100

TO 515

AGC
PULSE

TO 106

sorts
 ALL VOLTAGES TAKEN WITH NORMAL COLOR PROGRAM.
 L5 VOLTAGES TAKEN vir 9 50014 in 04.4 C00414043MT 'OP 501454
 505.34,45CE .0 NCSuio w,K 1011t ND 00.014040 PANEL CD
 v04603 T 01.4 TE11541L 14( NOW 141 140 411- WART

'P.O' 4-15v TO 54 II AOC. AD.AIST ACT BIAS CONTROL F01 +2 50 AT ACT
°WO' TEST PONT (YELLOW LEAD(

Otto -
CI

I

+300

0206

0202
'DC,

00 REC.
200

120

200
coot

OmPER

0205
1.05A

Pfe.

I

164
2211 2

+300 5.50

hi
DC M11

PRX

:" ."1121027-tr.

P204 12

1204 .12

v3T
1,2 11C+416 r1.055

2505

-51r
-3 t

11125

S'S

nov

 270

T

1;Z
545

227

C73 C

01 1

NON
1500

OURIT
AMP

3 229

C42 -

2T, i`g7I

.9 MI
MA, 550

+is

.12,o
2!?

v10033
ex -C203

AMP

VERT

'00

 7K

P255 Cl,'

Sir
"3° T'23

11

235 0252 1 ,203.41

5.4

no 401
It

..201at sosl. 1.55

RT

5256C
6004

T T T

C52A
00,

C54

v3T
ut SOMA

COLOR
KILLER

-C

r
I

4

P204

I 330

1,204 9
1104 5

040
6SLI

2441041054

-11T71 *12r1

5 I
le

'',443
4,7w

530 55 1 OM
61

530

330

L _ _

5G511161

v541

REACT Cal
C016.404. 25

M4
nix

0112

1265
YIP OUT

Rs* toot 7

5 4 

4.160

C44- .40

Oli
.2 5

1232
270

+2,0

S*202 CN IF T514121 SCOOT S 1- -
ACT TO NV OUT 111221366.

CHAO,

st.202 I

To 0. I
To/456 Lcit TuNER _____

C222

562A 45451 550

2704
3 L4_,_,

SK

C55
5 - -

25v

532

0515
1/2 IONIA

2501.111 OSC

2110

2,0

045
56

33

NIC

PHI LCO-FORD
Color TV Chassis
21ST90,T/21ST91

TO 15u 1 000 CONT PANEL)
215110
ONLY

R71 V35
1/2 6610
P' m

AO V

240 WO
INN

1/2
-' 0654

116711
043 2 741

5504

0,4

556

MOW

0."Thr, ww 041 040
500 61s41 5111111BPI .4

1.6 _LUti5

Sri 61133.3
1.02251

V1207
400 2

CONTRAST

7,L2°121.

031 054
6604116

Srs 5 4

1201
1505

PA NEL

042

562

ii511
p605

A-300
Ca°

as

643

mmils IONIA

4/113

5 4
I 1415? 74!330.

00

+500

v11120.34
2300
CRT
10113

J203

soor 510

K.).

1.45- 1,544 11,1511.2.

sc *to. SCILI (4i 14

RIO

_CZ 034
001

10.05 Ct.'
*4

0207

5205A Carl_ CO2.0.2 0255

K--.1)(0:414.1.0 i000X

"2I, fro WINAI 0205
045
4000

+50o 1235
70
2114

I.L

5214T
R/G

VR307
100

.1,70
ISOuRCE1

n204 505
SK 450

Vie

a 2049
4 211

TIP

+270
u i+ (SOURCE 1
100 UF
3500

C2011111+02024 +02050tour 15004- 1001.04
500

TA
3504

113S0v44 il+

-
ZONVERGENC7 PANEL

020i

+500
ISOACEI

R0100 (3X.
0204
#0

0203 DI
C2OTA

4200

v- 0202

0205c

09200

010T"L
DIMMER

+
90-1RCE )

02,01 2 I

t.7.°5 I I ILI t o C255
Pi l

1
Lt 110011 TUNE.'

0119,
0011

IAu TOMAT IC

SET-UP
ariv..;

BACKGROUND
$11/1 TC14

1CTC1

0203 0200
541,54 GC 6 3

12

CRT
010A42121005

P200 COIL

5200
2.21

CONTROL. 55CET

150N

C2006
.04

000
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1348
ZENITH
Color TV Chassis
40BC50

MARCH  1971

P/02
TUNER PLUG
1L20 AN rotei

 3 FIL

Silo

 Invler
40

owe.
rtis.
IECCNOCIART CONTROL PLUG
Mee u.

ELEMw
CTRONIC 1TV=Efixa yir

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ZENITH PART NO. R331 -voltage dependent resistor
R351-150 bright limiter control 2W

C239A-300/1750 electrolytic capacitor 22.6249 R356 -15M focus control
C239B-300/2000 electrolytic capacitor 22.6249 R 711- therm istor

C239C-40/175v electrolytic capacitor 22-6249 R716 -4K vert peaking control
C239D-500/75v electrolytic capacitor 22.6249 R1013 -20K ACC control
R222 -5K bright control 63-8201 R1016 -20K ACC control
R254 -voltage dependent resistor 63-5440 L203 -delay line

AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS R276 -5K AGC level control 63-8492 L214-horiz oscillator coil
R288 -3K noise gate control 63.8493 L901-chroma take -off cod
R291 -10K AGC delay control 63-8491 T201 -audio output xformer
R292 -250K vert hold control 63.8698 7202-vert output xformer
R294 -1M vert size control 63-8699 T204 -deflection yoke
R301 -voltage dependent resistor 63-5472 T205 -power xformer
R303-50 vert centering control 3W 63.8475 T206-horiz driver xformer
R314-5000horiz centering control 3W 63.8956 T1101-quadrature xformer
R318 -10K killer threshold control 63-8491 A701 -integrator unit
R319 -5K chrome level control 63-8467 F201 -2.7a bel-fuse
R325-thermistor 63-8687 F203 -0.5a bel-fuse

TO TUNER

VERT LIN

VERT NOLO

LOLLS* CONTROL

)-5
PROS

CO OR COMMA.
PLUG

C INTERLOCK

0212
121-1013 i°0
249 REG.

 C SOCAET ANO MOM
FOR SPACE COMMA.

PART Of P205

.42.
8

24.2, nW

0 0

4, 'SW

I r INPUT
PRON TIMEX

A.G.C. AMP.

RE.
NO

Inns

F $$$$$ OLT
PART NO 15011.

co

1 COAL

"a" Co0

Aaun

SIN

301"

ICA03

13.6

of.

TRAP

T I1

0101
1E1-500,
1E1.501 or
1E1-505
1ST I.F 11:

C

Vol

au

635440
63.8706
63.8709
63.8788
63.8962
63.8576
63.8576
S-84882
S-56875
S-85761
95.2883
95-2915
952880
95.2878
95-2895
95-2789

87-9
136-76
136.84

I,aa.
4T.O.

4.6

%I:132 1111

SOUND
DETECTOR AMP.

0102
121-521

r2ND I.F.

39. Tn.Ho Cu,

-'s 1
r77 0s Ic

21.0 , I/

COIL :r

A GC

LTeIT.
To

0401
121-671
SYNC. LIM

  c .70 074
.6er 40  23. 0403

121.447
NOISE GATE

0404 DRIVER

121-447 201

NOISE GATE

..,

 GC

,LEVEL

IN'
24.

vie

TI

0

cn r,
24.

too

0406
121-699
A.G.C. DELAY

0214
121-843
VOLTAGE
SENSOR

0215
1E1 -8E9
REG.

T
TS

L CA22

Ir
COIL

fW

540

$$

c.so I""
I Lole

;

ere COIL I

4-0010CIIII

raid' '1:"

cst.

  LA.M

121-523 Of 121-524
3RD I.F.

rtr
.4,1:

mot

21 41

na

0705
121-447
SYNC.
INVERTER

47-4,Insso/

no -X7106o .
ceC.

'Z'gt
0001

704

HOt NO.

OHMS

coot
0601

coati.

121-447
HORIZ
A

istu
tl

mor

000

If

11.

us

0804
121.447 .13.

SAWTOOTH .--.1 -I 0

SHAPER ... Cell

j...._.=8? ::0'
H. 001

my
,

It

ens

1,Te

0602
121-450
HORIZ OSC.

47

0603
121.755
HORIZ.
DRIVER

 050

OOTHILOCK

4,

4000

0041 HIDC41HO  .0 THOM..

0216
121-631
HOR1Z. OUTPUT

snot

0105
121-634 Of
121-636
1ST VIDEO

-1 e
>)

OTT

420.7

ev

0-1 .10
204.30201

121-527

" rlISEI.11"5

P1944
VENT L. ....4VER CENT

ID "NV 4-7 *r

0210
121-1121
VERT. OUTPUT

ON.
11401P

044

oval

ato.S

mai 2 X000.
ccoviraci Q 0 O-

VUM,  DAM
11 .0 .

DEL.

C.40

Crraterte

020

240

0205
121-744
2ND VIDEO

0202
121-695
VERT. BLANKER

. 77
En

SONOMESS

L4f:0 1.101
1.04

S.

:"

2002

Mt
niOir =4.-11--41

'Itt" 0204
121-742
3RD VIDEO

LEO. LEO.

0.4

4,2

V1
$1.20.

40.2.4
0

4.

:

hK

±.."
I it

I`"
IlSnr

11.sr "" 11'21

fl
-OSTov

 'an anI

von.Ir

Heil
raer

L. to,.

tin

aia
2121424213
LIMITER

r0.r
row. 4u.L.

r.

Eev

143

02500

CPT MCUS LEA0

1004

FOCUS

ii .CE110112

ecEo

r...,?ar
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one

34.
.01.114
24 1

172.
RV

4104

COM*

NA 'IV

SIOE uM
PINCLASNION

0211
121-499
SIDE PINCUSHION
VAL EEEEE 544, .ITN IIADIUST/

conneoustoct ASSIMILT 5.533111

L. ot L.. "'IT
LAM

L1r ter
t A NEc.o. . C40/

602

603

VI ."'"*

2 

0441

T204
TORE PLUG .240 4.410I

L.lu400.1

TOr!
43, 6 ,

404/

criesC
2037

0.11/260It
AOn

h E

421

2:44e.

=VA.

eV  6
nr LANS

CONKINENCE
PLUG

it1
I0.201

.1,00

--I 0,11.1

en run
0,0

I

etO

Le. I

;1,, .""0
PH uton

SO, 460.04 Lon.



0205
I21-743"
BLUE VIDEO
OUTPUT

D UNGAN

 ro

TEST POINTS

. r;,11..14:2,,,I.700. OLOIN, 4TH

CI PICTUat DETECTOR OUTPUT

CCI BIAS POINT PUS CI ADJUST

CO SOUND DETECTOR OUTPUT

CS ST. DETECTOR OUTPUT

. trtSS V: EMI 250 ELECTODMC .
I IF  ISC.
. 5.1,7.T TESTN POINTKO 4TH

1.1
AC.C.

TUN,. COLOR TREMOLO CCWTK1L

KR 113e ItIVNCLCOLCOTIINATOTETI!'

Id SOUND OUTPUT

0  CC. VOLTAGE
N II, CMOS MIT. PLATE
II INT COLON AMP PLATE
T G -T COLOR AMP PLATE

SINGH SSSSS LIMITOR SET-UP
RR POINTS

IcIIG

`"1;.g
pop

S.

OroW DOT
ITC12

CloOl

rInietezosi ezal.
"" 0206.w 121-743.*

N.E.RED VIDEO OUTPUT
221

WOO

PANT OF PART OPCo.OOL KTJo RIFT J209 205

7 1 WI Z: 1
<I < ,

_ -'J

14.1101
221-49
SOUND

T
<'<'

4'11'
SE

20,<17:  Al

E

ILE. TITIgn

J

KO
GUSIROH

,1

250IT4-4!Lo---
aTA ,Nof

Tr KS

'N
NE

IC

ffor

5'

I

SIN GAIN

CUT
250/-2---11-0

)

. 24
.... I. MC .. A

WO. . 0207
121-743*

acrq ,... GREEN VIDEO

I
.

OUTPUT

='

 RED. GREEN CNT SLUE
410E0 OUTPUT TRANSISTORS
MAT SE NEN.ACED ST
121 /NI On 12171

5500

13

To, U4 TS

viDEO
INTERLOTIT

mut* TNIESHMD

rt; ITTIT-

Ltvn Y2

UNA! M2 2,15

..i01044LEVEL

st-1
Ai LAS 19

I.C. 901 221-43 CHROMA AMP.
a

T3 In IRO

C11010 TALK .
DUufT  R.

ca.

Tr.

TTK

ORO 0.020
OAK OKI Km
O M 0404 KOK
O 1104 0.15 004
0201 Too

osoo own
OwN OHM

SNOT

OWN

0004
0004

0208
121-712 or
121-713
SOUND
OUTPUT

CST SOCKET,

zs

ED REM

C)\11
TILTON

(17
(21...I.....

--1
1i us r--1

111.420.

TELTsow

4,0111201

AKA

*GYRED

:lz
or KU.

oT
.NTOINS
*

TOR

.1 ass

1012.2

coNIT TN.

rag Ora eZ.

- -s

OMR TOO OM

1-6-0 c -7t
WO. OTOS

I50v

009 OEM
0210 OSO

OK 0.

001 WOT

BOTTOM VIEW OP TROT:KKK

V201
25 VA L P22
P12

NI

TmED

iNNNNN v $g TORT

Ion
.52.0RN

SAO

FOCUS

KOS

TT

_1

ISNaMs

1 I 4,:+:7A5.01 US LIS

cjy 714-- 11

siR

LC.902 121-46 CIIROMA DEMOD

E Tv.

L oo

Kol

co,*-.Ton

,.." SSSSS ELT

SI Al

20LOTol

SO

=1 Toet'Pror:: "".
or, AKT,ET

0240

<-1

AI

,(-4.]

POWER SLOWLY
INTERLOCK

02 <--

1244

55004
girTr

I.C. 1001 2 21 4 2 SUBCARRIER REGENERATOR

111=1111
1.4

K1NE0 SUPPLT
INTERLOCK

C

020 0E01

O1.2V PP 60 Hz
3.75V 0-P

NOT USED

NOTES

PHOIOG.PHS ',NEN COT  STANDARD GATED AMOK. COLON BAN SIONL
THE HUE SETT. ADAJSTED FON PROK COLOR THE %PATE SHAPES AT
THE SMOKES VC BLUE CATHODES Of THE PICTINIE TONE DEPEND ON
THE HUE. COLOR LEVEL ICHNOMA LEVEL,. CONTRAST I COLOR COMMANDER,
NO PICTURE KKING CONTKLS

FO WAKED.. 4 TWAT IS. TEST POINTD MST SE ST.PASSED WITH 
0 I

E
NFO CPACNOR3

ALL VOLTAGES MEASURED FOOD CHASSIS TO POINTS MOKATED

LL VOLTAGES AK 0 C UNLESS OTHEKISE SPECIFIED

LLD C VOLTAGES TO St MEASURED TRITE  vACUUM TOM VOLTMETER
.v1.4 II WEGOK INPUT DESISTANCE
ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS TO K MADE WITH NO S$COTAL PRESENT AND
NORTIAL SETT,«, OF CONTROLS AND CHANNEL SELECTOO SET TO CHANNEL 2
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS SHORTS *TM COILS DISCONNECTED PEON

CA7t!'N'ESISTONS ARE 2103E TOLERANCE. CANNON. I/2 WATT UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

COL RESISTANCE NOT GIVEN LODER 00 OHM

ALL CAPOOTOP VALUES IN TKROFARDS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

FOR CAPACITOR TOLERANCE. SEE LEGEND

CATHODE NAT RAE END AMOK VOLTAGE TONE WEASUKCI WITH
ELECTROSTATIC OH 20K OHMS PER VOLT NON HIGH VOLTAGE METER

100023 COI POTENTIOMETERS INDICATE KHSE ROTATION

CEE
® 1.2V P -P 15.75 KHz°

3.75V 0-P

CD CD

NOT USED

1.2V PP
60 Hz

ZENITH
Color TV Chassis
40BC50

INDICATES AL TCHNENT NO TEST POINT

PET p$C0FAR0 KIWI  MEGAHERTZ H watoncoore
I INDICATES =201 HAT SE USED 0- MCKATES VOLTAGE SOURCE

OINDICATES WAvEFORIA CITE. POINTS ISLE WAVEFORM CHART)

INDICATES CHASSIS GROUND

-- INMATES MODULE DOAK

I)-INDICATES PIN NUNSE ON MODULI SOAK

t5()12VPPFAIP60 Hz 1:4;5/ PK-HP ,

0 15V PP 12V PP
15.75 KHz 0 15.75 KHz 0

00 15.75 KHE 016.76 KHz
6.5V P -P

36

43

75V P -P

60 Hz

NOT USED

4.6V P -P

15.75 KHz

® 5.6V P -P
60 Hz

21/ P -P

60 Hz

101.1 PP

60 Hz

90V P -P

60 Hz

Mu-
® 2V PP

15.75 KHz

51
22V P -P

60 Hz

50V P.P
15.75 KHz

27V P -P

60 Hz

31
42V P -P

60 Hz

39
2V P

6,),P,

45
5V P.P

15 75 KHz

52
30V P -P

60 Hz

18
22V P.P

64V PP
15.75 KHz

C)1

215V PP
15.75 KHz 15.75 KHz

20V PP
60 Hz

32

39

9V P -P

60 Hz

1.8V PP
60 Hz

0 3 OV PP
15.75 KHz

upogimmo="zo

53
4.5V P.P

60 M.

3V P -P

60 Hz

kW'
33

35V P -P

60 Hz

0 15.75 KHz

41

.5V P -P

160V P -P

15.75 KHz

rin

O
AIR SIGNAL

6V P -P
60 Hz

0 22V P.P 0 3.5V P P
15.75 KHz 15.75 KHz

rni
7V P -P

15.75 KHz

370V P -P

60 Hz
28

®2 5V P P
1575 KHz ®

24V P -P

60 Hz

NOT USED

4.2V P.P
15.75 KHz

42
1.5V P.P

15 75 KHz

165V P.P
15.75 KM:

NOT USED NOT USED

® 1030V P-P

K 55 5615.75 Hz
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If
L

MAGNAVOX
TV Chassis
T942 Series

MARCH  1971

E
io

LECTRONIC !I=
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SOUND IF AMP.
V1038 8JV8

8120
228

T0.132' TERMINAL
ON VHF TUNER

FROM IF OUTPUT TER i01 R101

MINAL ON VHF TUNER 014 yzi 56

0121 L114
1000 --

70V 20%1
-04V

L 105

0101 C102 r
10 10 1

5 5

NPO NPO 1

0219H tL 102 gc 1104
IsI

47/5 MHz P470

-0.3vTP-D
0
C 140

22001

G&W

c:g5
5%

NPO

Les."

SOUND DET.
V104A 178F11

P121
334.11

CI 26
0000,GMv

C120
1

1

L

C122
66

3
2

RI22
560

IIOV

5 26V

/ 6 93V
2 15 V

CI13

1

0124

8123
108

0125
1000
INV

IC127
I

IS
1824
120K

R125
4701

L115

F

1
TP-H

0128
40000
50V
GlOv

R202
IN

VOLUME
.

VIDEO AMP.
V103A 8JV8

R102
22K

II

I 
1r I
L__.1

L104
41 25MHZ

TP-E

04V

Ci/li

T
022
20%
1501/

R133
22008

TO 'AGC' TERMINAL
ON VHF TUNER

CRT

3 4

31415 LI 5657

C29
000

H

4

C26
TC27 IC.°0

1000 e.
_

5

AC 120V 60Hz

SLOWI
1111..0y1

FUSE
L5A

8134
ION

C142
022
20%
ioov

8F07

4 5

11131 RI32
5608 1200K

TP-8

1ST PIF AMP.
V101 4EH7

110v
79 6

2

-0.33

Ai

71103
22

411V

0 25V

0106

c,207,
{ 9104

IW

C 119
R105

4700
330

GMV

Ci07
1000
(INV

2ND PIF AMP.
V102 4EJ7

18V

L107

NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH VTVM,
NO SIGNAL APPLIED, CONTRAST AT MAXIMUM, AND
ALL OTHER CONTROLS SET FOR NORMAL OPERATION.

2. CAPACITANCE VALUES OF I AND ABOVE ARE IN
PICOFARADS -- VALUES LESS THAN I ARE IN
MICROFARADS.

3. ALL RESISTORS ARE I/2 W, 10%.
4. ALL CAPACITORS ARE 10%, 500V.

AUDIO OUTPUT
VI 048 178FI I

145 v

0 V

8126
1200

iltV
R129
8200

BI/TV

I'
R1277)

C 19
1011114 8126278

15014 IM

R116

R109
iOOK

SOTUND_ TAIIE:01_1,4.11
11_14Z TRAP

471 I

1200

11C141;1111
1.82°C1161-1:111 33

C130 I
4700 -
!KV

BO

3

CII3
47 I I

7
R203

c 5 2v 50K

0% TP-F 4.7
-1 AA

L i 12
2 ,;;;

in 115,/ IWCIII':-1-- ,
-0.3

70
/ 6

e

SYNC. SEP.
V I 0513 6GH8A

C143
1000
20%

11100V

0.1V

/105v

5600

AGC
V105A 6GH8A

R139
470K R141

22K
0144
470 sav

0145
1000
20%

R 140
5600K

660181 17.128 178711 11.1V11 LIII 4E/7 L,. j! 4E47 33677

LINE FILTER

L120
1009H

IC190
20%
1100V

12 I 12 4 5 5 4 5 4 12 I

C000.;c195 TCI96 'CZ 1E193
41 GUY IGIAY SMV. P/

0198

11000Guy

SW I

AI
SW D2

1110V, 1211V,
130 El 1

R192
270,I1W

4700 +
NAV

-1. 21ig dPOWER RECT.
02 DS I 68

" 'Gov

R170
68K
iv/ P171

3908

C 170
47

20%

O

P 143
478

P142.( T C147g0

T III}

CI72- SS

03

IC171
2200
20%

R172
2708

R173
IN

cae
1000

47001
20% 20%

8193
C192 (CI

":)°,61V 180y D3 AFC DIODE
I 50 rnted2.15610RIZ.

PHASE DET.

5,

8107
220 VIDEO DET.

D 1 1S188
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PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS
AT ONE PRICE.

4111111111rUNETI REPAII6P

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price all parts are included.
Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors
are charged at cost.

Fast efficient service at our four con-
veniently located service centers.

1 year guarantee backed up by the
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.-
SARKES TARZIAN, INC

All tuners are cleaned inside and ou:,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

41TUNER REPLACMUO
Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TAR-
ZIAN INC. for this purpose.

The price is the same for every type
of universal replacement tuner.

Specify heater type
Parallel 6.3V
Series 450 mA
Series 600 mA

All shafts have the same length of 12".
Characteristics are:

Memory Fine Tuning
UHF Plug In
Universal Mounting
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise

I, you prefer we'll customize this
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25.
Send in original tuner for comparison pur-
poses to our office in INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FAG. TUNE..

MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana TEL: 317-632-3493

EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE. Jersey City, New Jersey TEL: 201-792-3730

SOUTH-EAST ..938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia TEL: 404-758-2232

WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California . . . TEL: 213-769-2720

... for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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Good found
profit.

The kind that comes from Mallory's new port-
able cassette tape recorders.

They're designed for today's moving, spend-
ing sound -lovers who want high -quality and
convenience. And that turns on big sales and
nice profit. Good repeat business too, because
we recommend Duratape cassettes and

MALLORY

MCR 1232
Total go -anywhere
entertainment. Recorder. And
a superb AM/FM radio. AFC,
speaker on -off switch, pop-up
cassette ejector, built-in
antenna. All in a slim, tough
case. The music -maker.

Duracell- batteries for our recorders.
We have three solid-state models in three

price ranges ... something for everybody. And
they come with microphone, Duracells, and
Duratape. Ready -to -play.

Mallory portable cassette tape recorders . . .

the sound of money.

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of I.. R. MAL.I..0141" eSa CO. INC.
Box 1558. Indianapolis. Indiana 48208: Telephone: 317.838.5353

MCR 1204
Slim, neat, light. Battery
operated. 31/2" dynamic speaker
and dynamic mike. Easy to use.
For kids, teenagers .. . even
Mr. Businessman.

Batteries  Capacitors  Controls  CRIME ALERTCr)  DURATAPE®

MCR 1209
Great anywhere. Ba-teries or
AC plug-in. Pushbutton
operation. Slim, easy to carry,
pack. Dynamic speaker and
mike. The perfect gift.

Recorders Resistors  Semiconductors  SONALERT®  Switches  Timers

... for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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Only one van gives
you all these better ideas.

Ford Econoline

Sales leader for
10 straight years.

Easy, out -front servicing.
Simply raise the convenient outside hood
and your routine service points are right
at hand: radiator, oil level, battery, wind-
shield washer reservoir, voltage regula-
tor, wiper motor, brake master cylinder.
Better ideas make servicing fast, easy.

Shorter outside, easier to park.
Overall length of Econoline
Vans is significantly shorter
than other makes. This means
easier parking and better maneuverability in city
delivery operations-time saved on every trip.

Wider at top for built-ins
Body sides are mo'e vertical,
wider apart at top than other vans.
So built-in units fit better and leave
more aisle. Modular units, de-
signed to fit and work together
allow you to custom design al-
most any interior you need. Job
packages, such as insulated flo-
rist's van, are also available.

Engine clear forward
The engine is moved for-
ward in Ford's clear -deck
van-all the way out of the
cargo area. Clear floor
space behind driver's seat
measures over 81/2 ft. in
Econoline Van ... over 10
ft. in the Supervan.

OLD

DESGN

Strong, smooth -riding
Twin -I -Beam
The independent
front suspension
that has revolu-
tionized truck rid-
ing qualities. Two forged steel I-beam axles
give it strength .. . big coil springs give it a
smoother ride.

2

Biggest payload of all
Husky construction and
low you to carry a heav-
ier load than any other
van. Maximum payload
of 4320 lbs. is largest
in industry.

high capacity

Model

E-300
E-200
E-100

FORD
'CLEAR DECK'

DESIGN

axles al -

Max. Payload

4320 lbs.
1800 lbs.
1120 lbs.

Driver's "wank-thru" to rear
Econoline's forward engine position
for the driver, too. He can
easily step from his seat into
the rear load area and exit
through side or rear doors.

See your Ford Dealer and
see all the better ideas in
America's best-selling van-
Ford Econoline.

FORD CaTece

Max. GVW

8300 lbs.
5400 lbs.
4500 lbs.

clears the deck

... for more details circle 112
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New Industry Cooperation

Riding back in

the luggage com-
partment of a
motel limousine
can prove to be
quite an informa-
tive experience

-particularly
when sharing the
same cubbyhole

with S. I. Neiman,

president of the Electronic Information
Bureau, Chicago. This comical scene

occurred February 12th as we proceeded

back to the Dallas airport after a
remarkably worthwhile two-day session.

S. I. (as most of his friends in the
industry call him) was busy copying for
you readers a news release that was
soon to be sent out over the wire
services, while I shielded him from
bouncing suitcases perched threateningly
near his head. "I've even written news
releases during the war in submarines,"

he chuckled, "but this is a first." The
release read as follows:

DALLAS, TEX.-The electronics
industry's two national service trade
associations, the National Electronics
Associations (NEA) and the National
Alliance of Television and Electronic
Service Associations (NATESA) pledged

"a full spirit of cooperation in joint
endeavors" at the National Electronics

Service Conference here (Feb. 12).

In a joint statement by Le Roy
Ragsdale of Modern Electronics, Ft.

Smith, Ark., president of NATESA and

Morris Browne of Houston Television
Service, Houston, Tex., president of
NEA, the two groups pledged that

"concrete steps shall be taken to
achieve a better understanding and
more harmonious relationship."

The statement:
"Whereas, the National Electronics

Associations (NEA) and the National

Alliance of Television and Electronic

Service Associations (NATESA) are

continually confronted by problems

affecting their livelihood and even
their very existence, the two national
service associations having enjoyed an

increasing spirit of cooperation in
recent months in matters of mutual
interest to both groups and

"Whereas, the general aims and

goals o' NATESA and NEA are quite

similar,

"Therefore, be it resolved that the
two national service associations

pledge a full spirit of cooperation in
joint endeavors, and

"Be t further resolved that con-
crete steps shall be taken to achieve a
better understanding and more
harmonious relationship between our

groups and within our industry."

This spirit of industry cooperation
was expressed by all those concerned,
both at the Electronics Industry Council
on February 10th and at the Fifth Annual

National Service Conference on

February 11th.

Representing broadcasters, manufac-

turers, dealers, technicians and those
in virtually every field that could even
vaguely be associated with the
electronic communications and enter-
tainment enjoyed by the public, the
Electronic Industry Council (at the first
meeting since its inaugural meeting)
was primarly concerned with you, the
electronic technician. Whatever

exceptional TV programs produced,
whatever hit records stamped out,

whatever high -quality sophisticated

electronic products produced-they are
all without value unless you can keep
the nation in a good state of electronic -
product repair. As one very successful
dealer present at the meeting said,
"Consumerism is uniting us all-the

EDITORIAL

manufacturer, distributor and dealer. We

can no longer dicker as before." (The
industry's attitude toward consumerism
is expressed in more detail in this
month's Guest Author article.) This
dealer attributed much of his personal
success to a continued advertising

campaign indicating that all the men
working in his shop are Certified
Electronic Technicians (CETs).

Upgrading the image and technology
of the electronic technician, and possible
industry -wide certification programs,

were discussed at length with the
formation of a committee chaired

by Morris L. Finneburg HE, HF, chairman

of The Finney Company. Organizations

represented in the committee include
NATESA, NARDA, NEA, CESA (California

Electronic Service Association) and the

Service Managers Organization.

The Fifth Annual National Service
Conference (which we will cover next

month in more detail) was concerned
with education and training, service-
ability, parts availability, and technical
information. One of their resolutions
(presented by Harold Schulman, executive

vice president of Dynascan Corp.)

requested that the Electronic Industry
Council hire a full time coordinator
for in -industry training.

Last month's Editor's Memo stressed
the importance of you taking part in
your local service organization and the
personal benefits that will result. I hope

that this month's memo has helped
impress you with the importance of
these organizations on a national level.
We are professionals, and as such we

must support our professional
organizations.
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We have a boy



for every girl.

We have a tremendous line of receiv-
ing tubes-over 1000 at last count.

We have 205 different black -and -
white picture tubes.

We have the industry's most complete
line bf color picture tubes.

We have semiconductors of all kinds:
transistors, FETs, diodes, rectifiers,
SCRs, Zener diodes, linear ICs.

These are our boys.
They're easy to work with.
We've organized replacement pro-

grams (like our ECG semiconductor pro-
gram), so that you can keep the least
amount of stock on hand to replace the
most number of parts.

We publish the Sylvania Technical
Manual, which is practically a replace-
ment encyclopedia (32,000 components!).

We have loads of specialized replace-
ment literature. And we help you with any
replacement problem.

See your Sylvania distributor and get
to know the family.

SYLVANIA
Electronic Components Group, 100 First Ave., Waltham, Mass. 112154.



READERS' AID

HOPPING ALL OVER TOWN

FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS . . .

Just hop to

for all your exact monochrome
and color TV replacement needs.
Stancor Products offer a complete
line of flybacks, yokes, vertical out-
puts, audio outputs, power width
and linarity controls for all major
manufacturers.
Stocked by over 1,000 Service Part Dis-
tributors. Back up stock-Chicago, Dallas,
Los Angeles, Hackensack and Atlanta.

ESSEX
WIRE CORPORATION

ESSEX CONTROLS DIVISION  STANCOR PRODUCTS 3501 W. ADDISON ST. CHICAGO. ILL. 60615

... for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card

from theNEW originators

\ 3 years of
constant research and
testing have put us way
ahead! NO NOISE has been an innovative

I

" 1W 0
of am OISE"

You've tried others, now try the best!

force in the development and production of cleaners
and lubricants for 25 years. Our technical peo-
ple, who made us No. 1, were turned loose
to create a new line that would out -per-
form anything on the market. Three
years of experimentation and
testing developed these 2 new
products. Approved by

I leading service
N drganizations

SUPER
- LUBE

A miracle coicentrated for-
mulation for heavy duty jobs. Its

clinging action foams away corrosion,
dirt and oxidation-and polishes all tuners con-

tinuously without drift or detuning. SUPER-LUBE's
built-in lubricating quality makes channel selecting smooth

and easy For color and black & whiteP -
illirOdUCLOrVBUY 4 CANS OF SUPER-LUBE AND

GET 2 EXRA CANS FREE FROM YOUOffer ! JOBBERS!T MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

SUPER SPRAY BATH dissolves and flushes
away grease, dirt, oil and oxidation. Simply spray
tuners, its penetrative action cleans and
restores tuners inside
and out.

OCC
All NO NOISE products

are non-toxic - non-flam-
mable - no carbon tet -

safe for all plastics.

Often imitated but never duplicated
813 Communipaw Avenue
Jersey City. N. J. 07304

\um ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP

8 or
52 35

'N east"

'NGHORANDBLACKLO.

m
253.25

Itkr
_,UPE
PRAY,
ATH

Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

Need Old Tekfax
1 need a set of ELECTRONIC TECHNI-

CIAN/DEALER Tekfax, starting from
volume one through volume seven. If
any reader has such a set and wants to
sell them, I am interested in buying
them.

RAYMOND R. CARLSON
3498 Kurtz Street
San Diego, Calif. 92110

Magazines for Sale
I have a complete set of ELECTRON-

IC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, April, 1955
through October, 1970.

Also for sale are Radio Tube Buff's:
5 -UV 199's and 5-C 299's in their
original cartons.

CLIFFORD PARDY
26 Pine Creek Ave.
Fairfield, Conn. 06430

Need Service Manual
I would like to refurbish and align

an old Jackson, Model TVG-1, Sweep
Signal Generator (vintage 1950) for
use in my electronic studies. However,
the Jackson Electrical Instrument Co.
is no longer in business, and I cannot
locate a service manual for this instru-
ment. Can anyone advise me on where
I may find a manual for the Jackson
TVG-1?

ARMAND R. COTE
55 Ohio Avenue
Lawrence, Mass. 01841

I recently wrote Precise for a man-
ual and roll chart for their Model 111
Gm and Em tube tester and was in-
formed they are no longer available.
Can anyone furnish me with a copy or
an original that I can have a duplicate
made from? I will pay for any expense
incurred.

JIM CORLINS
2446 Vista Drive
Upland, Calif. 91786

Need Tube Cross -Reference
1 need some help on cross-referenc-

ing a tube. I need to know what tube
replaces tube No. EAF-801.

JOSEPH G. FONTENOT
520 Meadowlock St.
Alexandria, La. 71301

continued on page 34
. for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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VOLT -OHM - MLIJAMMETER ,
POW0 LIVU 0140 P. VOLT SO V 0.1.100i WAIT 600 01.16.4 .006 PC 000 AC .0 V .1.400

COMMON0 0

500 MA.
TRANSIT

2.5V.
V.

10y.

LI AMP S

250V.

500V.
1000 V.

10MA.
AMPS.

1MA.

R1100

- R10.000 11000Y.
AC.

THE NEW SERIES 6 HAS ALL THESE NEW
FEATURES PLUS ALL THE ADVANCEMENTS
IN THE SERIES 5:
 External access battery and fuse compartment.
 Clip -type fuse holder.
 0-1 volt DC range.
 0-500 volt AC and DC ranges.
 Available 5000 volt adapter -type DC safety probe.
 Multi -purpose, screw -on test leads with

combination probe and alligator clips.
 Only 2 batteries ... one 9 -volt NEDA 1634

and one 11/2 -volt "D" cell.
 Rugged taut band movement.
 Varistor overload protection.

260-6 $65.00
260-6M (Mirror scale). $67.00

NOW,,,
the new

260
SERIES 6
VOM

EXTERNAL BATTERY AND FUSE COMPARTMENT

260-6RT (Roll-top protective case) $71.00
260-6MRT (Mirror scale and roll-top case) $73.00
260-6P (Overload protected) $97.00
260-6PRT (Overload protected and

roll-top case) $103.00
Safety Probe: 5000 volt DC adapter

type #00506 $4.50

GET "OFF THE SHELF" DELIVERY FROM YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR
-OR WRITE TODAY FOR BULLETIN T-810.

I INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY ACCURATE'

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, Ill. 60644, Phone: (312) 379-1121
Export Dept: 5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, III. 60644, Phone: (312) 379-1121, Cable SIMELCO
IN CANADA: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario DIVISION

IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., International House, Bombay -Agra Road, Vikhroli, Bombay
... for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Cart
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Citizens Two -Way Radio
Used by Subarctic Caravan

Citizens two-way radio recently helped a caravan of rec-
reational vehicles become the first such organized group
to reach the northern end of Canada's Ingram Trail. Radio
communications kept the 32 vehicles in touch when they
became separated en route and brought fast help to those
vehicles that became disabled. One of the caravan mem-
bers, who became lost on a wilderness road, even had his
call answered by a CB radio equipped unit of the Royal

Canadian Mounted Police. Shown here is Mayor Ian Arm-
strong (right) of Fairfield, Alberta, and Oren Bates, associ-
ate editor of WHEELS AFIELD. Mr. Bates, who led the cara-
van, presented the Mayor with a Johnson Messenger 109 as
a gift of appreciation for his hospitality. The radio will al-
low Mayor Armstrong to greet future caravans via two-way
radio.

Belden Notes Big
Future for CATV

The market outlook for electronic wire and cable is tied
firmly to strong growth opportunities for products serving
community antenna television (CATV), states Warren M.
Stuart, vice-president of marketing and sales, Belden Corp.,
Chicago, Ill.

Mr. Stuart expects that CATV could eventually rival our
present electric power and telephone systems in size and
importance. He estimates that the CATV equipment market
will rise from the present level of about $115 million per
year to $600 million in 1980, with total cable sales growing
from the current $30 million annually to $170 million in
1980.

"At present, it is estimated that only 10 percent of the
homes in the U.S. are wired for CATV. Ultimately, we
feel that nearly every household owning a TV set will be
connected to a CATV system," states Mr. Stuart. He also
said that CATV's greatest potential market, the large urban
population centers, is presently off limits due to a federal
ruling in 1966 which restricted importing CATV signals

into the nation's 100 largest TV markets. But the FCC
has been considering new regulations, which very possibly
may free these markets next year.

CAT V penetration into the 100 largest metropolitan
markets would accelerate CATV growth, according to Mr.
Stuart, eventually resulting in CATV blanketing the entire
U.S. He predicted that CATV systems would mean more
local programming, more programming to specialized in-
terests, and wider use of TV for educational purposes. It
also would improve reception, especially in large cities
where interference problems are sometimes serious.

Mr. Stuart cautions that increased and more diversified
programming only tells part of the story. "An electronic
network spreading across the U.S. would set the stage for
the introduction of new services not now related to TV.
These could be utility metering, ordering systems, and se-
curity and alarm systems wired directly to police and fire
stations. All of this data could be carried over the same
CATV cables because a large number of channels may be
placed in coaxial cable lines."

Study Predicts $1 Billion Video
Cassette Market by 1980

World sales of video cassette recording, playback sys-
tems, and the software they will use are expected to reach
$1 billion annually by 1980, according to a major study
published on the rapidly developing video cassette market.

Produced by the editors of EDUBUSINESS, the report pre-
dicts that consumer use will ultimately constitute the larg-
est single segment of the video cassette market. It gives
systems manufacturers and software producers until 1975
to prepare for the impact of consumer demand on a market
whose primary outlets today are education and business.
Before present market expectations can be realized, ac-
cording to the study, a number of significant problems must
first be overcome.

One of the major hurdles is developing standardization
criteria. In addition, the quality of cassette software must
develop to a point where consumers have a wide choice of
programs to choose from and superior to those available
on commercial television.

The ability of cable TV to become a significant original
programming source is expected to be a major factor in
determining consumer impact on the video cassette market,
according to the EDUBUSINESS report. Growth of the mar-
ket as a home entertainment medium will also depend on
establishing workable software distribution networks.

Tech Spray Announces a
Major Expansion Program

Dick Pavek, president of Tech Spray, Inc., announced a
major expansion program for the company. According to
Mr. Pavek, "the plans for the construction of eight bulk
storage tanks have been approved and construction is un-
derway. These tanks will be used to store propellents and
other chemicals. A specially designed pumping system will
connect these tanks to our production line."
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THE WORKHORSE
The industry's top replacement tube, 6GH8A,
is used in so many makes of TV and in so many
different applications that it will be a high vol-
ume replacement type for years to come.

RCA's versatile 6GH8A is designed to satisfy
the demands of all these applications:
Multi -vibrator type horizontal -deflection -oscil-
lator circuits, sound if -amplifier, agc-amplifier,
burst -amplifier, chroma-amplifier, 3.58 MHz -
oscillator demodulator circuits, video -amplifier,
sync -separator, noise inverter, color killer con-
trol, matrix -amplifier and blanker applications.

Three good reasons to replace with the RCA-
6GH8A:
1. Stringent performance tests eliminate shorts.
Special processes and tests minimize inter -
element leakage.
2. Low heater -cathode leakage.
3. Optimum gm for efficient operation in all
applications.
Stock up on the industry's workhorse 6GH8A
and specify RCA! See your RCA tube distrib-
utor for all your tube requirements.
RCA l Electronic Components, I Harrison, N.J.

RCA
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

MULTI -BAND PORTABLE RADIO
Features five separate 700
broadcast bands

An ac/dc Model PR -635 multi -
band solid-state portable receiver is
said to feature five separate broadcast
bands-AM, FM (with built-in AFC),
short wave, police band high and ma-
rine band. Other features reportedly
include a slide -rule dial, 4 -in. speaker,
built-in ferrite bar antenna. All weath-
er stations are said to be marked. The
unit can reportedly be operated with
four "C" batteries or with standard ac
current. The black vinyl cabinet mea-
sures 11/2 in. W by 7 in. H by 33/4 in.
D. Accessories reportedly include bat-
teries, self -storing ac cord and ear-
phone. Selectron International.

SECURITY SYSTEM 701

Delay circuits permit user to
leave and re-enter premises

A solid-state master panel is de-
signed to control numerous types of
detection devices. It reportedly acti-
vates any of the standard signaling
devices, such as bells, sirens and auto-
matic phone dialers. The electronic
controls are said to utilize integrated
computer circuitry. Called Series 110
controls, specifications indicate that
the series is completely transistorized
and incorporates delay circuits to per-
mit the user to leave and re-enter the
premises without activating the alarm.
An internal rechargeable standby pow-
er supply reportedly keeps the alarm
active in the event of power failures,
while special circuitry protects the sys-
tem against tampering. Designed for
wall mounting, the control is a com-
pact 91/2 in. by 91/2 in. by 2% in. The
standby power will reportedly last for
more than 6 hr-this being assured by
a unique "float charge" circuit that
keeps the sealed Gel/Cell batteries
fully charged. Detectron Security Sys-
tems.

FOR MORE
NEW PRODUCTS SEE
PAGE 70

BATTERY MERCHANDISER 702

Each of its four sides is an easily
serviced, gravity -feed roll rack

A new and different battery mer-
chandiser, called the revolving "Carou-
sel," is said to hold all popular types
of Duracell batteries for flashlights, ra-
dios, cameras and tape recorders.
Each of its four sides is said to contain
an easily serviced, gravity -feed roll
rack with batteries that meet every day
consumer needs. The company is re-
portedly making it available free to
dealers with the purchase of the bat-
tery assortment GDE-20. Mallory.
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If your problem
is in -circuit
testing of

transistorized
and integrated

circuits . . .

Solve it with
Triplett's 601

Model

It has 7 low -power resistance

ranges that apply only 75 mV to

the device under test ... does

not activate or damage solid-
state component . . . full-scale

DC measurements down to 100

mV and 10 itA and AC as low as

10 mV and 10 rtA, it's obvious

the Model 601 was designed for

in -circuit testing.

Add such features as 10 meg-

ohm input impedance on AC

601

lir TRIPLETT

1000

300

100,
30

10

Ts 1

L3

1111
.1
ACV ONl

MODEL 1301
11,f j

OFF

MATT
CHECK

SOLID STATE

V -O -M

1011 1.4 . AC 14 MG

MEG

x100K

xl0K

x1K

x100

,-x10

D C

i I 4110
MA-10J

1. Low power ohms -7 ranges with 75 mV power source.
2 High sensitivity - 10 mV AC full scale of 10 megohm input imped-

ance; 100 mV DC at 11 megohm input resistance.
3 Simplified scale - only 4 arcs for all 53 minces.

and 11 megohm input resistance

on DC, voltage readings to 2%

DC and 3% AC (current: 3% DC

and 4c/0 AC), separate range -

selection and function -selection

switches, and a simplified dial

on which all 53 ranges are read

on only 4 scales, and it's equally

obvious chat here's a V -O -M that

has what you need to do the job

better, faster and more easily.

See the capable Model 601 -
. for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card

5166

priced at $16 6 - at your local
Triplett distributor. For more in-

formation, or for a free demon-

stration, call him or your Triplett

sales representative right away.

Triplett Corporation, Bluffton,
Ohio 45817.

TITTRIPLETT
The Worlds most compete hne of wO-M's...
choose "he one that's lust r.ght for you
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Why do you always use RCA SK Replacement
Devices?

Will I need a large inventory?

What's another reason?

Are you saying RCA is the only source for relia-
ble solid-state replacements?

Seriously, is the SK Replacement Guide that great?

Because SK's are specifically designed and engi-
neered for replacement use in home -entertain-
ment equipment. RCA doesn't make SK types
unless they're needed in the field and serve the
professional.

Not at all. Only 67 types cover a broad range of
replacements in TV, hi-fi, and other entertain-
ment equipment. It's the shortest line of prod-
uct with the broadest range of replacement ap-
plications. That's just one of the reasons I like it.

Quality - it's assured! SK's are tested with the
finest dynamic testing equipment, operated by
the same personnel who test other RCA power,
signal, ana IC devices. They're even tested again
at the factory warehouse before shipment.

No. But SK's are top quality, and the SK Re-
placement Guide is a truly reliable source for
cross-reference information. RCA only cross ref-
erences types where there is engineering assur-
ance that the SK will do the job as well as, or
better than, the original.

Better! It includes technical information on the
line, plus a "Quick Selection Chart" which is
unique in the industry. Now I can choose the
proper SK replacement for almost every type
made.

I'm sold! How can I go wrong with RCA SK's? You can't. No one can!

RCA
RCA I Electronic Components I Harrison, N.J. 07029
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LETTERS

Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

We Got Results
I want to express my sincere appre-

ciation for the assistance which you
rendered in publicizing Stanley Elmer
Butler, who was being sought by the
FBI, in the December issue of ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER.

Your cooperation in this matter ma-
terially assisted in locating him in
Kailua, Hawaii, on January 15, 1971,
and my associates and I are grateful
for your public service on this occa-
sion.

J. EDGAR HOOVER

Stick to What You Know
I have been a reader of your excel-

lent publication for a good many years
and an electronic service man for
more years than I care to admit. My
viewpoints may be highly individual,
but I believe that there are many who
have come along the same hard road
and will agree with me that a good
deal of lost time and aggravation can
be avoided by the newcomer if he
realizes that he must specialize and be-
come highly proficient in only one or
two outgrowths of the electronic in-
dustry-whether it be home TV sets,
CCTV or whatever.

The day when you could really un-
derstand and fix anything containing a
tube or electronic circuit is long gone.
And the public attitude that "good old
Joe," who did such a good job on my
TV set, can easily fix such a simple
thing as a washer, stereo or garage
door opener, is understandable. How-
ever, "good old Joe" is booby trapping
himself the moment he starts poking
meter leads into a specialized field in
which he has no more than common
sense and a basic understanding as his
guide. It is far better to bow out by
recommending a fellow technician who
does specialize in that particular field.

Excessive time, call backs, unhappy
customers, parts problems and the
frustration of trying to do an honest
job on unfamiliar gear is a poor sub-
stitute for sticking to your guns and
being honest with yourself concerning
your abilities and limitations on the
latest innovations in a field outside
your usual work area. Believe me,
your customer has far more respect
for you when you tell him exactly
what you will and will not repair.

JOSEPH HUMPHRIES

I agree that it is foolish to venture

blindly into unexplored territory. An
electronic technician can generally
make far better use of his time than
attempting to service everything that
comes his way.

However, dual specialization can be
very profitable. One of the largest TV
shops in he Chicago area trains its
field men in both TV servicing and air
conditioner servicing. Although there
might be some question concerning the
amount of overlapping technology,
most of the air conditioners need
maintenance when there is little call

for servicing TV sets, while most of
the TV sets are repaired during the
cooler months when there is little need
for air conditioner maintenance.

Ed.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose
a complete address label
from one of your recent
iss des.

TOP PERFORMING UHF/VHF

ANTENNAS FOR ALL AREAS!...
Color engineered for best reception on L HF/VHF Channels 2 to 83!
Exclus vely features Reynolds Aluminum durable Colorweld Gold finish!
Single down -lead for economical, simple instalation!
Durable ill -aluminum weather proof construction for long installation life!

COLOR -BOOSTER
SERIES

Number of
elements

Re-
flec-

Model VHF UHF for Total VHF up to

CB -22
CB -28
CB -34

7 5 10 22 50 miles'
11 7 10 28 125 miles
15 9 10 34 150 miles

DYNERGY SERIES

Range of
Reception

UHF up to

35 miles
60 miles
80 miles

Number of Range of
elements Reception

Model VHF UHF Total VHF up to UHF up to

DYN- 33US 3 3 6 35 miles
DYN- 54US 5 4 9 60 miles
DYN- 66US 6 6 12 65 miles
DYN- 88US 8 8 16 125 miles
DYN-118US 11 8 19 125 miles
DYN-158US 15 8 23 150 miles

20 miles
30 miles
50 miles
75 miles
75 miles
75 miles

For complete specs and Profit picture-Write:

RIO ELECTRONICS, INC.

DIRECTION -FINDER
SERIES

Number of Range of
elements Reception

Model VHF UHF Total VHF up to UHF up to

DF3.3 3 3 6 30 miles 20 miles
DF5.4 5 4 9 45 miles 40 miles
DF7-8 7 8 15 50 miles 75 miles
DF7-11 7 11 18 50 miles 100 miles
DF11-8 11 8 19 75 miles 75 miles
DF11.11 11 11 22 75 miles 100 miles
DF15-8 15 8 23 100 miles 75 miles
DF15-11 15 11 26 100 miles 100 miles
DF19-8 19 8 27 125 miles 75 miles
DF19-11 19 11 30 125 miles 100 miles

BIG SHOT JR. SERIES
Model

B1- 8
81-11
131-12

50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462  Tel. (212) 892-6700

Number of
elements Area Used

8 Metropolitan and Suburban
11 Metropolitan and Suburban
12 Semi -Fringe

. . for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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INTERNATIONAL READERS' AID

frequency
meter

MOBILE

WRITE FOR CATALOG'

 Tests Predetermined Frequencies
25 to 1000 MHz

 Extended Range Covers 950 MHz
Band
Pin Diode Attenuator for Full
Range Coverage as Signal
Generator

 Measures FM Deviation

FM-2400CH

The FM-2400CH provides an accurate frequency standard for testing
and adjustment of mobile transmitters and receivers at predetermined
frequencies.
The FM-2400CH with its extended range covers 25 to 1000 MHz. The
frequencies can be those of the radio frequency channels of operation
and/or the intermediate frequencies of the receiver between 5 MHz
and 40 MHz.
Frequency Stability: ± .0005% from +50° to +104°F.
Frequency stability with built-in thermometer and temperature cor-
rected charts: ± .00025% from +25° to +125° (.000125% special
450 MHz crystals available).
Self-contained in small portable case. Complete solid state circuitry.
Rechargeable batteries.

FM-2400CH
(meter only) $595.00

RF crystals (with temper-
ature correction) 24.00 ea.

RF crystals (less temper-
ature correction) 18.00 ea.

IF crystals catalog price

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE  OKLA. CITY. OKLA. 73102

continued from page 26

Shop for Sale
1 have an excellent going business

here in South Georgia. The people are
friendly and the climate is very good,
but the time has come for me to step
down, due to age.

It would be an excellent opportu-
nity for two or more younger men to
take over this fully equipped and going
business of 21 years. There is the 3
bedroom modern house along with the
business, all on one acre of land with
250 -ft frontage on the U.S. highway.
I will furnish all particulars on re-
quest.

WILLIAM H. REYNOLDS, SR.
Emerson Park TV & Elect. Appl.

Serv. Co.
R.F.D. 3, Box 217
Waycross, Ga. 31501

I have a complete electronics, TV
and CB Shop for sale with a service
center for three outstanding manufac-
turers at 812 Columbia Avenue, Glas-
gow, Ky. The town has a population
of 40,000. There are living quarters
next door to the shop.

We have outstanding stock and
equipment with the rental field wide
open and can be financed 50 percent.
There are well known industries that
have moved in and there will be a
good fishing resort within 10 miles of
town.

RICHARD LAWLESS
R. Lawless Radio & Television Co.
812 Columbia Avenue
Glasgow, Ky 42141

Old Tubes
I have better than 200 old tubes-

all checking usable on a mutual con-
ductance tester. I also have old 7 and
12 series that anyone who repairs old
radios or TV sets may want. I will
send a list and prices upon request.

JOSEPH HUMPHRIES
4101 Gladden Avenue
Baltimore, Md. 21213

Scope Wanted
Wanted to purchase: a good used

wide -band oscilloscope suitable for
color servicing at a reasonable price or
will trade old tubes and test equip-
ment.

WILLIAMS RADIO & TV SERVICE
116 West Washington St.
Lewisburg, W. Va. 24901

. for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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You can earn more money if
you get a Government FCC License
...and here's our famous
CIE Warranty that you
will get your License
if you study with us
at home

NOT SATISFIED with your present in-
come? The most practical thing you
can do about it is add to your Electron-
ics know-how, pass the FCC exam and
get your Government License.

The demand for licensed men is
enormous. Today there are over a mil-
lion licensed broadcast installations
and mobile transmitters on the air, and
the number is growing constantly. And
according to Federal Law, no one is
permitted to operate or service such
equipment without a Government
FCC License or without being under
the direct supervision of a licensed
operator.

This has resulted in a gold mine of
new business for licensed service tech-
nicians. A typical mobile radio service
contract pays an average of about $100
a month. It's possible for one trained
technician to maintain eight to ten
such mobile systems. Some men cover
as many as fifteen systems, each with
perhaps a dozen units.

Opportunities in Plants

And there are other exciting opportu-
nities in the aerospace industry, elec-
tronics manufacturing, telephone
companies, and plants operated by
electronic automation. Inside indus-

Matt Stuci)nski, ',en lot I 1,i

miner Operator, Radio Station
WBOE: "I give CIE credit for my
First Class Commercial FCC Li-
cense. Even though I had only
six weeks of high school algebra,
CIE's lessons made Electronics
easy. I now have a good job in
studio operation, transmitting.
proof of performance, equipment
servicing ... and am on my way
up."

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

OF SUCCESS IN OBTAINING

A GOVERNMENT FCC LICENSE

A Cleveland Institute of Electronics
FCC Liceise course will quickly pre-
pare you for a Government FCC
License. If you don't pass the FCC
exam after completing your course,
CIE will refund all your tuition. You
get an FCC License...or your money
back!

trial plants like these, it's the licensed
technician who is always considered
first for promotion and in -plant train-
ing programs. The reason is simple.
Passing the Federal Government's
FCC exam and getting your License is
widely accepted proof that you know
the fundamentals of Electronics.

So why doesn't everybody who
"tinkers" with electronic components
get an FCC License and start cleaning
up?

The answer: it's not that simple. The
Government's licensing exam is tough.
In fact, an average of two out of every
three men who take the FCC exam
fail.

There is one way, however, of being
pretty certain that you will pass the
FCC exam. That's to take one of the
FCC home study courses offered by
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics.

CIE courses are so effective that bet-
ter than 9 out of every 10 (' I F. gradu-

Thomas I.. Miller. Jr., Fngineer,
Indiana Bell Telephone Com-
pany: "I completed my CIE
course and passed my FCC exam
while in the Navy. On my dis-
charge, I was swamped with job
offers from all over the country.
My only problem was to pick the
best one,and I did-engineer with
Indiana BellTelephone.CIE made
the difference between just a job
and a management position."

CIE

ales who take the exam pass it. That's
why we can afford to back our courses
with the iron -clad Warranty shown
above: you get your FCC License or
your money hack.

Mail Coupon for Two Free Books

Want to know more? Send the coupon
below for free copies of our school
catalog, "How To Succeed In Elec-
tronics," describing opportunities in
Electronics, together with our
special booklet, "How To Get A Com-
mercial FCC License." If coupon has
been removed, just send your name
and address to us.

ENROLL UNDER NEW C.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on
active duty since January 31, 1955,
or are in service now, check box in
coupon for G.I. Bill information.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114

r-
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St.. Cleveland. Ohio 44114
Please send me without cost or obligation:
I. Your 40 -page book "How To Succeed In Elec-
tronics" describing the job opportunities in Electron-
ics today and how your courses can prepare me for
them.
2. Your book "How To Get A Commercial FCC Li-
cense."
Name Age

Pleage Print)
Address

City

State Zip
0 Check here for G.I. Bill information
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

A Leader in Electronics Training...Since 1934
ET -59

... for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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Wnen people

turn to you

to make thincs

right acain

use GE receiving tubes
(made by professionals for professionals)

TUBE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT  GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY 42301

GENERALS ELECTRIC
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TEKLAB REPORT

The electronic selecion of 11 UHF and VHF channels

is made possible by using the

variable junction capacity of varactor diodes.

A Look at Sylvania's E01
Color -TV Chassis

 The absence of the familiar chan-
nel selector knob caught our eye
while unpacking the Sylvania Model
CL862P-2 Color -TV set. Instead of
the knob, there were 11 pushbuttons
on the front panel for channel selec-
tion-probably the biggest feature
change since the introduction of
solid-state circuitry. With this sys-
tem, one of 11 channels may be se-
lected instantly by pressing a button
-VHF or UHF frequencies, from
Channel 2 through 83.

Sylvania's Model CL862P-2 color -TV set features push-button e ectnnic channel selection and tuning.

Upon opening the control panel
door, we noted the throttle slide type
customer controls for ease of adjust-
ment.

The chassis is of solid-state de-
sign, with the plugability concept
carried throughout the entire chassis
for simplified chassis removal. Prac-
tically all of the transistors employed
have plug-in sockets, eliminating
time-consuming chassis removal to
check or replace them.

The chassis employs a four -stage
IF amplifier. The IF board and the
tuner cluster are aligned separately,
and no adjustments are reportedly
required when the tuner or IF boards
are changed in the TV set.

The high -voltage tripler circuit
employed requires only one-third
the pulse voltage, relieving most of
the stress from the flyback trans-
former. Since the tripler does not
generate X-rays, the high -voltage
cage is no longer needed, making
the chassis more compact. These are
just a few of the important features
found in this new chassis.

Channel Switching
With the panel closed (Fig. 1),

the channel selector buttons appear
to be merely standard push buttons.
However, when opening the panel
door (Fig. 2), we note that these
plastic buttons are used merely to
depress another, more sophisticated
set of buttons.

These secondary push buttons are
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unique in the number of functions
that each can perform. Each bu:ton,
when not depressed, can be turned
to any one of three positions: fiat
for tuning the low -channel VHF
band, the high -channel VHF band

Fig. -The usual channel selector knob ras
been replaced with 11 push buttons, which can
select either VHF or UHF channels.

Fig. 2-Opening the control -panel doors expos-
es the secondary push buttons, channel indica-
tors ane throttle -type controls.

Fig. 3-Rear view of the channel -:witching and
control panel

or the UHF band-a corresponding
tuning scale coming into view for
each selection. When depressed,
each button can be individually ro-
tated for tuning in the desired TV
station in the frequency range pre-
viously selected. Once each button
has been adjusted for receiving the
desired TV station, the panel door
can be closed and the stations select-
ed merely by pressing any one of the
outer push buttons.

In addition to completing the cir-
cuits required for tuning in the de-
sired TV station, these secondary
buttons make electrical contact for
lighting a lamp behind the corre-
sponding channel number. A large

rtigilLIO"
Fig. 4-The VHF and UHF varactor tuners (the
UHF tuner can be seen just in front of the
VHF tuner) can be located at the rear of the
chassis since they have no moving parts.
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Fig. 5-Schematic of the channel -switching panel. Courtesy of Sylvania.
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Fig. 6-Schematic of the UHF varactor tuner. Courtesy of Sylvania.
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sheet containing channel numbers is
supplied with each TV set so that
one or more numbers can be insert-
ed corresponding to each channel
that can be received in that area.
These VHF and UHF channels can
be arranged in any desired sequence.

When looking in the chassis we
see that the controls for selecting
channels (Fig. 3) are separate from
the VHF and UHF tuners (Fig. 4),
they being mutually connected by a
pair of cables which transmit only
dc voltages (no RF signals are me-
chanically switched in this TV set).

Referring to the schematic in Fig.
5, when a push button (for which
the band selector was moved to the
UHF position) is depressed, switch
SW16 shorts resistor R12 to ground.
At the same time, switch SW14 re-
moves the 20v supply from the VHF
RF amplifier and oscillator, and for-
ward biases the VHF band switching
diodes; switch SW12 applying 20v
to the UHF tuner oscillator and mix-
er (there is no change in the bias
supplied to the VHF mixer and
UHF RF amplifier). Simultaneous-
ly, switch SW1 connects the tuning
potentiometer to the varactor tuning
diodes TD1, TD2, TD3 and TD4,
as shown in Fig. 6. An adjustment
of potentiometer R1 tunes the UHF
RF amplifier and oscillator to any
desired UHF channel.

The VHF and UHF channels are
set up in a similar manner, with the
exception of the band switch. When
the selector is placed in the high -
band position, switches SW16,
SW14 and SW12 are moved to a
new function position. These func-
tions are as follows: switch SW16
removes the short circuit from re-
sistor R12, providing regulated tun-
ing voltages from 3 to 33v; switch
SW14 applies 20v to the VHF tuner,
biasing the RF amplifier mixer and
oscillator; and switch SW12 con-
nects the 20v supply to the VHF
switching diodes.

In the low -band position, these
switches function as follows: switch
SW16 shorts across resistor R12,
providing tuning voltages from 0 to
33v; switch SW14 applies 20v to
the VHF tuner, biasing the RF am-
plifier and oscillator; and switch
SW12 opens.

continued on page 58
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Closed -Circuit TV for the Home

by John C. Bullock, Jr.

Recent improvements in design concepts and product

techniques have made CCTV systems

both feasible and practical for home owners.

 Compact, high -quality, low-cost,
easy -to -operate solid-state TV
equipment now offers the home
owner a great range of systems that
will meet his specific needs. A deal-
er, using a few economical building
blocks, such as a TV camera and
RF modulator, can tailor a system to
meet almost any imaginable need,
whether it be entertainment, secu-
rity, general household surveillance,
monitoring of the sick or handi-

capped, or a combination of some or
all of these uses.

A system can be as simple as a
video camera and monitor, operat-
ing independent of any other equip-
ment in the house. Or it can be a
more complex system operating in-
dependently or as an integral part of
an MATV system. This last feature
makes CCTV also appropriate for
hotels, motels and apartments where
entertainment can be fed to guest

standard TV set

75(.2 coax

75/30(Y.2
matching transformer RF cam e- ra

Fig. 1-Basic video CCTV system requires only a video monitor, coaxial cable and compact viieo
camera.

O
single -channel
video monitor

1

switcher

Cb

video
cameras

Fig. 2-Expanded version of basic system includes switcher to permit viewer to alternate bet
several cameras so that activities in different rooms or play areas can be monitored.

rooms or where apartment residents
can monitor callers in the lobby be-
fore admitting them to the building.

A home owner may choose be-
tween permanent and temporary in-
stallations, depending on his need.
Surveillance of isolated grounds, for
example, would involve a perma-
nent installation, whereas monitoring
a patient recovering from serious in-
juries incurred in an automobile ac-
cident could require only a tempo-
rary installation.

CCTV systems are generally cate-
gorized by the frequency of the sig-
nals that carry picture information
from one point to another. The two
most prevalent systems are video,
which operates at frequencies up to
10MHz, and RF, which usually dis-
plays on Channels 2 through 6 (54
to 88MHz). However, special
equipment, such as modulators and
converters, may be employed in a
system to permit images to be dis-
played on the higher VHF channels
or even the UHF channels.

Cost is related directly to system
complexity. Actual costs for a home
CCTV system can run as low as sev-
eral hundred dollars (less than a
color -TV set) to several thousand
dollars (or the equivalent of a top -
price color-TV/stereo console).

A Basic Video System

A basic video system consists of
a compact video camera, a video
monitor and shielded coaxial cable
to interconnect the camera and mon-
itor (Fig. 1).

Such a system is directly .l pli-
cable in cases where a housewife
needs a monitor in, say, the kitchen
to watch a bedridden elderly person
or a handicapped infant. Audio
communication can be added to sys-
tems where the application so re-
quires.

An Expanded Video System
The next system contains a video

monitor, a switcher and several
video cameras (Fig. 2). The system
would be appropriate, for example,
for use in a home where parents
want to watch a child in his bed-
room (note this month's cover pho-
to, plus Fig. 3 showing the mother
watching this child), the family
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Fig. 3-With the use )f a home CCTv system, a mother busily working in the kitchen can watch
her child at play in the bedroom.

CCTV C1111,tRA
MOO=  vC 0

117, 1va
"'"eet'e

01G1 f °CU% 1.1

111 111

401Bra 

Fig. 4-A compact TV camera, such as
since it develops clear, sharp, B/W 3ir.
Whei switched to video format, the
switched to RF fortrat it feeds the sit
the user to select the desired frequent

" t Jerrold Model TVC-500, is ioeal for home CCTV systems,
s and delivers then in either video or RF signal format.
ara delivers its signal to a video monitor; while when
to a standard TV set A screwdriver adjustment permits

Jr display on Channels 2 through S.

room and a play area in the yard.
Cameras may be used inside or out-
side. In the latter case, the buyer
must specify a waterproof housing.
The switch is located adjacent to the
monitor so that the viewer can ran-
domly select any camera for viewing.

Either of these systems may be
supplemented with an intercom to
permit one-way or two-way voice
communications. The applications
for these systems, however, do not
usually require voice communica-
tions.

Using Available TV Set
New solid-state cameras (Fig. 4)

make RF CCTV practical for the
home owner. The camera purchaser
can set up an inexpensive CCTV
system (Fig. 5) simply by connect-
ing the camera, through a 75fl
shielded coaxial cable and a 75/
300f/ matching transformer to a
standard TV set. The cameras func-
tion with ambient light and feature
a full range of operating controls.
The TV set will display the camera
image on any channel from 2
through 6, depending on the unused
channels available.

This system does have a limita-
tion, however, in that when connect-
ed, the TV set cannot display "off-
the -air" channels. This limitation
exists because the coaxial cable re-
places the antenna leads.

Mating CCTV to MATV

The most sophisticated, yet prac-
tical, home CCTV system is incor-
porated into an MATV system,
where the home owner can view
areas to be monitored on any one of
the standard TV sets connected to
the MATV system. A typical
MATV system may, for example,
consist of TV sets in the family
room, living room and bedrooms.

Although this article is concerned
basically with home CCTV systems,
the CCTV/MATV approach is ap-
propriate for apartment buildings,
hotels, motels, business offices and
even industrial plants where surveil-
lance or entertainment may be ei-
ther desirable or essential.

A typical application may be
found in the recently opened Lans-
downe Towers apartment complex
in Upper Darby, Pa. Each of the
four apartment buildings includes a
camera focused on the building's
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foyer. When a visitor presses the call
button for an apartment, the resi-
dent can turn on his TV set (Fig. 6)
to Channel 2 (an unassigned chan-
nel in the greater Philadelphia area)
and check the identification of the
caller. The added security the sys-
tem offers residents has been an
effective sales tool.

Similar hook ups, with one or
more cameras, can monitor custom-
ers in department and specialty
stores, watch unattended ware-
houses and parking areas for intrud-
ers, or maintain continuous surveil-
lance over the grounds surrounding
isolated private homes. The system
also permits parents of ill or handi-
capped children to watch the chil-
dren, regardless of where the parents
may be in their home, provided they
have a TV set in the room.

A shielded MATV system (Fig.
7) normally consists of a 75f/ all -
channel antenna (capable of receiv-
ing VHF, UHF and FM signals), a
line splitter (amplified or unampli-
fied), a 7511 coaxial cable leading to
each TV tap, and 75/300fi match-
ing transformers at each tap. An
amplified line splitter is necessary
if the system is located in an area
of weak signals; an unamplified unit
may be used where received signals
are strong. The 75/30011 matching
transformers are needed to match
TV set and antenna impedances.

Although one or more TV cam-
eras can be tied into the MATV sys-
tem, care must be taken to overcome
a potential problem involving adja-
cent channel interference. A stan-
dard TV channel occupies 6MHz of
the spectrum. An industrial -type,
double-sideband TV camera, on the
other hand, usually has an output
which covers 8 to 10MHz.

No problem of adjacent channel
interference will exist if the MATV
system has a limited number of off -
the -air channels. For example, if
VHF stations in the area broadcast
on Channels 3, 8 and 12, a CCTV
system could use Channel 6 for
closed circuit signals. The spill over
of TV -camera signals onto either
Channel 5 or the lower part of the
FM band would be irrelevant to sys-
tem performance. Fig. 8 illustrates
the method of combining the camera
signal with off -the -air signals where

continued on page 58
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shielded coax

single -channel
video monitor

video
camera

Fig. 5-Inexpensive CCTV system using a standard TV set. This type of system, however, will no
permit the set to display "off -the -air" TV sigials.

Fig. 6-Secretary in rental office monitors arrival of visitor in lobby of Lansdowne Towers, a luxury
apartment complex in Upper Darby, Pa. This CCTV system, tied into the MATV system in each build-
ing in the complex, permits residents to identify callers before admitting them to the building.
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I

FM radio

1

Fig. 7-Shielded MATV system for receiving VHF, UHF and FM signals may require an amplifier
with the line splitter if received signals are weak
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Color Television Reception
by William I. Spero

Part I-The Antenna

This article begins a series of articles covering the

analysis of signal paths through a typical TV set, from

the antenna through to the display device (color

picture tube), with the use of block diagrams and

schematics. A short review of monochrome signal

paths will be followed by a description of those circuits

that are needed to produce full color reception. The

function of each of these "chroma" circuits will be
explored in detail. The shadow mask three-gun picture

tube will be described, and the special assemblies

needed for processing the three electron beams will

be explained.

The first component in the re-
ceiver chain that the TV signal en-
counters is the antenna. There are
many types and configurations to
choose from, and a great deal of
confusion exists as to what to
expect from an antenna for adequate
color reception.

For optimum color reception, the
following conditions should be satis-
fied:

The antenna chosen must have
a flat frequency response over each
channel's 6MHz band width.
"Holes," especially at the upper end
of the signal response curve, where
the chroma sidebands are present,
will not make for good color TV re-
ception.

Fig. 1 shows a plot of relative sig-
nal gain versus frequency. The fre-
quency scale is for any 6MHz wide
TV channel (i.e., Channel 2 is 54
to 60MHz, Channel 7 is 174 to
180MHz). It is quite obvious that
the gain at 58.83MHz (correspond-
ing to the color sub -carrier, which is
3.58MHz above the video carrier) is

0
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Fig. 1-A drop in antenna gain toward the high
end of a TV channel results in the loss of color
performance.

4 5 6

considerably lower than the gain at
the video carrier. This results in a
loss of color performance.

If we compare this with the re-
sponse shown in Fig. 2, we find that
the antenna gain over the 6MHz
channel band is essentially flat
( ±1dB). The color information
(carrier and sidebands) is not de-
graded.

The antenna should be mounted

William Spero joined the Research Laboratories
of Sylvania Electric Products in 1951 after
completing the Advanced Technology Course at
RCA Institutes. He worked in the areas of
Navigation Systems for high speed aircraft,
traveling wave tube fabrication, vacuum sys-
tems, microwave spectroscopy and millimeter
wave communication systems. The latter in-
cluded building and operating a 96GHz link to
measure the atmospheric effects (rain, fog,
snow) on propagation at these frequencies. In
1965, Mr. Spero joined the Service Group of
Sylvania Electric as a Field Service Engineer,
where his present duties include technical liai-
son between Sylvania's Home Entertainment
Products Div. and the Sylvania Service Co. and
training of Service Co. personnel in specialized
technical areas. He holds an FCC First Class
Commercial Radiotelephone License and is an
active member of the Society of Motion Pic-
ture and Television Engineers.
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Fig. 2-A properly designed antenna must have
ar. essentially fiat (±1dB) signal gain over the
entire 6MHz TV channel.

outside-free from trees or any ob-
struction which may cause multiple
images due to reflections. These
multiple images, or ghosts as they
are commonly called, while tolerable
to some degree in monochrome re-
ception, come out multicolored
when viewing a color telecast and
Lre quite objectionable.

In some areas one may obtain
adequate color with an indoor attic
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antenna or rabbit ears connected to
the TV set. The results are not pre-
dictable and can only be determined
by empirical means.

The down lead should be of a
good grade foam dielectric cable.
Whether the transmission line is flat
30012 twin -lead, or 7552 coaxial ca-
ble with matching transformers, is
predicated by the circumstances sur-
rounding each installation.

Generally for color one has to be
more careful in the placement of the
down lead, as compared to an instal-
lation for monochrome reception.
For example, the transmission line
should not be run against metal gut-
ters or metal down spouts. This is
especially important where one
wants to obtain good UHF color TV
reception. The transmission line
cannot be allowed to lay under snow

or run where water collects on a
roof during periods of rain. The ef-
fective impedance of standoff insu-
lators should be kept to a minimum
so they will not have the same effect
as a shorted turn where they support
the transmission line. A shorted turn
looks like an impedance change
where the transmission line passes
through the standoff insulator. This
abrupt change in impedance will
most likely cause a voltage standing
wave (VSW) which has a unique
tendency to produce ghosts.

It is extremely important to pre-
vent a high VSWR on the transmis-
sion line-especially at UHF fre-
quencies. It is also important to
minimize direct signal pickup on the
transmission line, since this signal
arrives at the receiver ahead of the
signal picked up by the antenna-

Channel 4 FM-98MHz
Fig. 3-Antenna polar patterns will differ with the frequency of the signal received.
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undesirable ghosting results.
In areas where a great amount of

ignition noise is prevalent, a color
picture is degraded by horizontal
bands of moving colored snow. One
way, of course, to alleviate these
problems is to utilize a coaxial cable
transmission line rather than an un-
shielded flat ribbon -type line.

A VSWR greater than 1.5 (return
loss of less than 14dB) can degrade
a color picture. One would like the
return loss to be no poorer than
about 20dB (VSWR 1.22). A good
grade 7511 transmission cable, when
properly terminated, has a return
loss of about 26dB (VSWR 1.11).
(Note: Return loss is a term which
expresses the quality of the imped-
ance match. The greater the return
loss, the better the match.)

continued on page 64
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Simplifying Color -TV Set
Alignment

by Joseph Zauhar

Doing a professional servicing job requires modern

sweep -alignment instruments for making

RF/ IF alignment simple, easy and profitable.

 A color- or B/W -TV set's ability
to handle television's complex wave-
forms depends on its precisely tuned
IF bandpass amplifier circuits.

If the response curve is incorrect-
ly shaped or the markers are not po-
sitioned at the proper points, mis-
alignment is usually the problem;
while shifts in the IF bandpass posi-
tion on the carriers is usually caused
by low -gain tubes or semiconduc-
tors, other defective components, re-
placement of components, normal
operating stress or just plain "dittle
stick drift"-trying to align the cir-
cuit by guess or without the proper
instruments.

The first important step is to de-
termine if the TV set actually needs
alignment. One of the best checks
basically consists of an overall RF/
IF response check by injecting a
sweep signal into the antenna termi-
nals of the TV set and observing the
response curve at the video detector
test point.

Until recently, sweep alignment
involved the cumbersome task of
connecting four to six instruments

with a number of interconnecting ca-
bles, which did not provide thorough
and accurate response adjustments.

To simplify RF/IF alignment,
Sencore introduced a national pro-
gram to train electronic technicians,
called the "Sencore Speed Aligner
Workshop." This workshop was de-
scribed on page 47 of the December
1970 issue of ELECTRONIC TECHNI-
CIAN/DEALER.

As shown in the photo, we actual-
ly followed their simplified align-
ment procedure, using the align-
ment demonstrator with good re-
sults. The instruments used (Fig. 1)
consist of Sencores' SM158 Speed
Aligner, PS148 Oscilloscope/Vec-
torscope, BE156 Bias Supply and
an Admiral K10 Alignment Demon-
strator.

The demonstrator includes the
tuner, IF strip, AGC, video, chroma
and audio circuits of the Admiral
K10 chassis.

Before getting into the actual
steps of the alignment procedure, it is
helpful to review Jim Smith's article,
"Sweep Alignment Pointers," begin -

Fig. 1-Instruments used in our alignment of the Admiral K10 Alignment Demonstrator.

ning on page 41 of the February
1971 issue of ELECTRONIC TECHNI-
CIAN/DEALER. The article explains
why the response curve is shaped the
way it is and what effects will occur
when it is not properly shaped.

As you probably know, each TV
station is allotted a 6MHz wide
band of frequencies in which it has
to transmit all video, color, sound
and sync information. For B/W -TV
sets, the IF strip should have a
bandpass of about 3.0MHz, which
permits the passage of all video and
sync information, but attenuates the
chroma information between 3.08
and 4.08MHz-preventing interfer-
ing beats on the screen. A color -TV
set, however, must have a wider IF -
strip bandpass to handle these chro-
ma frequencies along with the neces-
sary video and sync information. A
typical color -TV set will have a
4.2MHz IF bandpass; and to pass
this wide a band of frequencies each
of the IF tuned stages must be ad-
justed to a slightly different frequen-
cy within this frequency range. This
is referred to as staggered tuning
( Fig. 2). Because each stage must

Fig. 2-To pass a 4.2MHz band of frequencies
each )f the tuned stages in the IF strip mus
be tuned to a slightly different frequency with
in th s frequency range. This method is re

forted to as staggered tuning.

be tuned to a different frequency,
the adjustment of the IF strip is quite
critical and requires the use of a
sweep -alignment instrument to make
the necessary adjustments.

To make these adjustments, the
generator used must have an output
covering the necessary frequencies.
The one that we used is an FM os-
cillator operating at approximately
44.0MHz center frequency, with its
RF output varying above and below
this frequency. The rate of variation,
or sweep rate, is normally 60Hz-
obtained by using the ac line fre-
quency. The oscillator output, vary-
ing above and below 44.0MHz, ac-
tually "sweeps" across the range of
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44.25

frequencies amplified by the IF
stages. The sweep range of the gen-
erator used is adjustable to 15MHz,
approximately twice that of the IF
pass band.

When a scope is connected across
the video detector load resistor, the
dc voltage variations present as the
generator sweeps across the IF band
produces a response curve similar
to that shown in Fig. 3. The re-
sponse curve resembles a graph
showing the output voltage versus
frequency. The curve observed has
little or no meaning unless we have
a means of determining the position
of a specific frequency upon it.

To determine the location of a
specific frequency, we must use an-
other generator to point out or
"mark" its location on the response
curve. This "mark" is the zero beat
between the fixed frequency output
of the marker generator and the
varying output of the sweep genera-
tor-as the frequency from both be-
comes the same. Some sweep sys-
tems in the past have used two sep-
arate generators, with the output of
both applied to the TV set. The in-
strument used for this article incor-
porates both of these generators,
plus a marker adder section. (Fig. 4
shows the controls and functions of
this instrument.)

The method employed to obtain
markers is called the "post injection"
system. The fixed marker frequen-
cies are not applied to the tuner in-
put of the TV set, and as a result,
there is less tendency for the set to
overload. These markers consist of
eight crystal -controlled oscillators to
provide extremely high accuracy.
The marker adder section combines
the marker oscillator signals and a
sample of the sweep signal to pro-
duce the zero beat markers or
"birdy" markers. These birdies are
then applied to the vertical (or hori-
zontal) input of the scope, along
with the response curve from the TV
set. The number of markers, or the
amplitude of the markers, in no way
affects the operation of the TV set
and, as a result, will not produce any
response curve distortion.

Overall RF/IF Response Check
The first step in the alignment

procedure is the overall RF/IF re -

42 67
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Fig. 3-The overall IF response curve seen when the scope is connected across the video de
tect3r load resistor.
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Fig. 5-Instrument-lead connections for the overall alignment check.
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sponse check. This step determines
whether or not the tuner and IF
strip need alignment and consists of
a simple touch-up alignment. (The
set up for the overall check is shown
in Fig. 5.)

The RF output from the sweep
generator is connected to the align-
ment demonstrator's antenna termi-
nals, using the 3008 pad furnished.
The connection to the circuit's video
detector test point is made with an-
other pad, offering resistive isolation
between the instrument and the test
point to prevent video -detector cir-
cuit overloading. (The simplified
connections are shown in Fig. 5, 6
and 7.)

The scope connections required
for this alignment consists of two ca-
bles from the sweep generator to the
scope's vertical and horizontal in-
puts. The vertical input contains
both the alignment demonstrator's
response curve and the birdy mark-
ers developed in the marker -adder
section of the sweep generator; while
the horizontal input provides the
scope sweep signal to insure syn-
chronization between the sweep gen-
erator and the horizontal trace.

The only other connections pro-
vide the correct AGC voltages for
the bias supply. To turn on the
RF amplifier transistor to the correct
operating level, +3v is applied to
the RF AGC test point (TPBI)
from the first section of the bias sup-
ply. The second section is connected
to the IF AGC test point (TPB2)
to provide +6v for the proper IF
operating point. This completes the
connections necessary for an RF/IF
overall response check.

To obtain the response curve, we
simply adjust the generator's RF
sweep output switch to one of the
four VHF channel frequencies pro-
vided. For this test, we adjusted the
tuner to Channel 13 and the sweep -
width control to the center of its
range, adjusting the sweep -height
control (RF output level) to obtain
a response curve of 1 v p -p. The re-
sponse curve was centered on the
scope by adjusting the fine tuning
control.

In order to determine the accu-
racy of the response curve, we de-
pressed marker switches to display
the 41.25MHz sound -carrier marker

Mixer Transistor
Emitter TPCV15 Mixer Collector

Coil LV22

Section LA20
LA28 IF Section Iectiu

U39 49
41.25

.41 fol -4.

(e.

T

t FFirst IF 1st IF Second22d
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IF nput TPA1' PAZ TPB3 riC29
First IF I Sound Video Det. Bandpass
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Fig. 6-Sections of the Adrnirzl KIO chassis used for the simplifiei alignment procedures,
includirg test points and coil locations.
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and the 47.25MHz adjacent -sound
marker. We then adjusted the align-
ment demonstrator's fine tuning to
obtain a response curve with the
trap frequencies (41.25 and 47.25
MHz) on either side of the curve on
the base line -positioning the chro-
ma carrier (42.17MHz) and video
carrier (45.75MHz) at 50 percent
of maximum amplitude on either
side of the response curve (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 -The response curve with the trap fre-
quencies (41.25 and 47.25MHz) at the base line
on either side of the curve. The amplitude of
chroma carrier (42.17MHz) and video carrier
(45.75MHz) is 50 percent that of the maximum
characteristic -curve amplitude.

The response curve that we ob-
tained showed a slight tilt on the top
rather than being flat as Admiral
specified. To provide a more posi-
tive check, we viewed the response
curve on the other VHF channels
provided -Channels 3, 4 and 10.
Since the same tilt was observed on
all these channels, a touch-up ad-
justment on the second IF trans-
former (LA28) was tried, and it re-
moved the tilt -providing the cor-
rect flat-topped response curve. In
the case of this alignment demon-
strator, this was all the align-
ment that was necessary to assure its
correct operation.

Whenever a TV tuner is replaced,
the TV -set's overall response curve
should be checked, but with an ad-
justment of the tuner's mixer coil
rather than the second IF trans-
former.

Although this alignment proce-
dure is used on both the alignment
demonstrator and Admiral TV sets,
a similar procedure is required for
all other TV sets.

IF Link Alignment
I he first step in the Admiral

alignment procedure is in the IF link
circuitry. This is an intermediate
step to adjust the mixer output coil
in the tuner, the coaxial cable be-

tween the tuner and chassis (the
link cable), and the input circuits to
the first IF stage so that they are
properly tuned together. To perform
this alignment, the generator's sweep
output is connected to the mixer test
point (CV15 ) on the tuner, using a
7512 pad provided with the RF ca-
ble. The response of the link is
picked up at the collector of the first
IF transistor with a special IF link
detector probe. This link probe in-
corporates a voltage quadrupler,
which increases the amplitude of the
response at the first IF circuit to a
level easily viewed on the scope. The
connections between the generator
and scope remain unchanged.

The RF AGC bias is reduced to
Ov to cut off the RF amplifier, pre-
venting interference; while the IF
AGC bias is set to 4.5v, increasing
the amplification of the first IF
stage.

There are four adjustments asso-
ciated with link alignment. First, the
tuner mixer coil is adjusted for max-
imum output at 42.17MHz. This is
accomplished by depressing the
42.17MHz marker to identify this
frequency on the response curve,
and adjusting the mixer coil to place
the marker as far above the base line
as possible. The 42.17MHz marker
is then replaced with the 45.75MHz
marker and the first IF input coil is
adjusted to raise the 45.75MHz
marker as far above the base line as
possible. This marker switch is then
released and the 41.25MHz marker
switch is depressed. The 41.25MHz
trap is adjusted to position the
marker as close to the base line as
possible. This trap is not sharp and
somewhat difficult to see using the
entire response curve. If the re-
sponse curve is expanded by reduc-
ing the sweep width of the generator,
the trap notch is easier to see and
the adjustment becomes more accu-
rate. The 47.25MHz trap in the first
IF input is adjusted in a similar
manner. The final adjustment is to
position the 42.17MHz marker at
75 percent of the maximum re-
sponse -curve amplitude by adjusting
the mixer collector coil (LV22).
When the Marker Height control is
pulled, the markers become hori-
zontally positioned for easier height
adjustment.

Aligning Second IF Stage
The next step is to adjust the sec-

ond IF stage, with all connections
remaining the same as before with
the exception of the response pickup
point. The link detector cable is re-
moved and the standard detector
probe is again used. This probe is
connected to the audio detector di-
ode output in the collector circuit of
the second IF stage (TPA2).

The procedure calls for the collec-
tor -coil adjustment of the first IF
stage (LA20) and the second IF
stage base coil (LA28) to produce a
maximum output at 43.8MHz, but
the generator does not have a mark-
er at that frequency. However, the
generator does provide markers at
42.67 and 44.25MHz. The 43.8
MHz frequency required is approxi-
mately a third of the way from the
44.25MHz marker toward the 42.67
MHz marker. By adjusting the
sweep width so that the markers are
six grid divisions apart on the scope,
and positioning the 44.25MHz
marker two divisions to the right of
the center line, the center grid line
becomes the 43.8MHz frequency
marker (Fig. 9).

F;g. 9 -The scope's grid pattern can be used
as a marker for the 43.8MHz signal.

The same method can be used to
locate the 45.0MHz marker called
for by some manufacturers. It will
fall exactly midway between the
44.25 and 45.75MHz markers.

Aligning Third IF Stage
The Admiral procedure calls for

signal injection to the first IF transis-
tor collector (TPA1 ) in order to ad-
just the third IF stage. The RF cable
was therefore disconnected from the
mixer test point and the 7511 pad
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connected to the collector of the first
IF transistor. The detector cable was
moved to the video detector test
point to obtain the alignment dem-
onstrator's response curve, and all
other connections remained the
same.

The adjustment of the second
41.25MHz trap (LA49) is the first
step in this procedure, and the 41.25
MHz marker switch is depressed-
the response curve being expanded
as it was for the traps in the link ad-
justment, and the trap set for 41.25
MHz. This trap has a very sharp
characteristic curve and a deep
notch, making it easier to set than
the input traps. The marker switch
was then released and the 42.17 and
45.75MHz marker switches de-
pressed, the third IF stage coils
(LA39 and LA54) being adjusted
to place the markers as far from the
base line as possible.

An additional check is offered to
assure correct adjustments: The
47.25MHz marker, when placed on
the response curve, should be at 50
percent of maximum response am-
plitude.

Overall IF Response Adjustment
The IF input signal must be ap-

plied at the mixer test point in order
to adjust the overall IF -strip re-
sponse curve, so the RF cable and
7511 pad are again connected to the
mixer (CV15). All other connec-
tions remain the same. The IF AGC
bias is then raised to 6v, since all of

the IF stages are again amplifying
the injected signal. Upon making
these adjustments, we observed that
the response curve exhibited consid-
erable tilt and the markers were not
at the correct points. By working
back and forth between the mixer
coil, the first IF coil and the second
IF coil, as suggested in the Admiral
procedure manual, the desired over-
all response curve was obtained. Re-
sponse shape and marker positions
corresponded very closely to the
ideal response curve. The horizontal
marker feature proved very helpful
in determining the exact position of
the markers.

You may not always be able to
obtain the ideal response curve, re-
gardless of the amount of adjust-
ments made. Under these condi-
tions, try to obtain the correct mark-
er placement without reducing the
response amplitude over 25 percent.
In many cases, TV -set alignment
will be completed at this point.

C h ro m a Alignment
Alignment of the chroma circuitry

consists of adjusting the chroma
takeoff and chroma-bandpass trans-
former, the signal injection point
remaining the same as for IF align-
ment-the mixer test point (Fig.
10). The sweep output from the
generator is now set for chroma
sweep, which provides a 42.17MHz
sweep signal on a 45.00MHz carrier
for bandpass alignment. The TV -set
response is obtained at the high side

of the color control. Since this point
is ahead of the color demodulators,
it is still an IF chroma signal and a
video detector probe must be used.
The standard detector probe fur-
nished with the sweep generator not
only provides the series resistor for
video detector isolation when con-
nected there, it has a built-in video
detector circuit.

When beginning alignment, the IF
AGC bias is changed to 7v and the
4.5MHz marker switch is pressed.
The 4.5MHz video detector trap cir-
cuit is then adjusted so that this
marker is just as close to the base
line as possible. If the 4.5MHz trap
is not correctly adjusted, the 920
kHz sound/color beat signal will be
present in the picture.

After completing this adjustment,
the 4.5MHz marker switch is re-
leased and the 4.08 and 3.08MHz
color bandpass marker switches are
depressed-the bandpass transform-
er being adjusted for maximum am-
plitude and best symmetry, with the

40. 3.0B

Fig. 11-The chroma bandpass response curve.

markers positioned no lower than 80
percent of maximum response -pat-
tern amplitude (Fig. 11).

Tuner Response Check
The final step in the Admiral

alignment procedure is a tuner re-
sponse check. For this check, the
RF output of the sweep generator is
connected to the alignment demon-
strator's antenna terminals, using
the 3001/ pad. The RF AGC bias is
then adjusted to 2v to forward bias
the RF amplifier transistor. The IF
output jack on the tuner is the signal
response take -off point and the con-
nection is made to this point using
the detector probe. The output of
the sweep generator is adjusted to
one of the four VHF outputs and the
three carrier frequencies are marked
by depressing the sound carrier
marker, video carrier marker and
color carrier marker switches.

continued on page 77
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It's what's up front that counts

or

How to Turn on
TV Antenna Profits
by James Sarayiotes

If you are a service dealer, dwell on

these recommendations. If you

are a simon-pure home electronic

technician, this proposed sales

program could prove solidly profitable

for your service operation.

 Let's start with an honest answer
to a simple question.

Are you aware that color -TV an-
tennas are a sizable source of profits
for the home electronics technician
and/or dealer?

First, before the dealer or retailer
even attempts to sell antennas (or
TV sets) he should heed the advice:
"Doctor, heal thyself." His show-
room or store should have demon-
stration TV sets operating with the
very best reception possible. How
can you expect to sell good perform-
ance if your own sets are not deliver-
ing sharp, bright pictures that im-
press customers?

The sale of an antenna (especially
an outdoor model) can add from
$30 to $90 profit to a color -TV set
sale. Often, the antenna profit ex-
ceeds that realized from the sale of
the set. Moreover, it clinches the set
sale by helping to deliver the crisp,
lifelike pictures that it was designed
for. Equally important, the antenna
installation keeps the customer hap-
py with his source-you!

Show It Like It Should Be
Take a long critical look at the

pictures on your TV sets. If you've
got out -of -focus, off-color reception,
how do you expect to sell the pros-
pect on the idea of a new antenna

system? Show your
customers what
good color recep-
tion looks like!

Once they have
seen the clear,
bright picture, you
have paved the
way for your col-
or -TV antenna of-
fer (if you have a
TV set as a dem-
onstration model
in your store).

Point out to the customer that since
he or she is making a fairly large in-
vestment in a new color -TV set, he
or she should expect to get the best
possible reception from it-like
from the demonstration set.

Some dealers fear that this direct
approach of tieing in the antenna
sale directly to the sale of the new
color -TV set adds more to an al-
ready costly purchase. Smart dealers
handle this situation very adroitly-
and profitably. As soon as they've
closed the sale, the dealers ask the
customer the age of their antenna.
If it's three years old or more, the
dealers mention that any color -TV
set needs a strong, clean signal to
work at its best. They add that a
modern new outdoor color -TV an-
tenna assures the viewer the enjoy-
able reception and set performance
he paid for. Here, the demonstration
floor set working off an outdoor an-
tenna scores impressive points.

If the customer is buying on the
installment plan, then it's a simple
matter to show that the added cost
of the antenna amounts to only a
few dollars per month.

Should the customer buy the idea
of a new antenna-great! If not, at
least he has been advised to do so,
should his color picture quality
prove disappointing because of an

James C. Sarayiotes is no neophyte to advertis-
ing and electronics. After receiving his BBA
degree in advertising from the Bernard M.

Baruch College, Jim served as Radar Section
Officer for General Patton's 6th Armored Div.
He is Director of Advertising, sales promotion
and public relations for JFD Electronics Corp.
and owner of Delphi Advertising Agency. He is
a member of the IEEE, American Marketing
Assn., American Management Assn., Assn. of In-
dustrial Advertisers, and Sales Promotion Exec-
utives Assn. Jim is currently completing
studies for his MBA degree in Marketing from
the City University of New York.

obsolete installation. This awareness
deters the new color -TV set owner
from blaming his reception woes on
the TV set or the dealer. It invari-
ably leads to a subsequent new col-
or -TV antenna sale.

In fact, why not offer the custom-
er a free antenna check-up, which
presents you with an excellent op-
portunity to show him or her the
difference a new color -TV antenna
will make in his or her set perform-
ance? Otherwise, you could be faced
with a situation similar to the fol-
lowing:

A large eastern mass merchandis-
er faced a dilemma in its TV depart-
ment that many color -TV set retail-
ers could understand. As high as 20
percent of all color -TV sets consid-
ered sold promptly "bounced" be-
cause of poor performance in the
purchaser's home. In 18 percent of
the instances the fault was traced,
not to the set, but to the antenna. It
was either inadequate or improperly
installed.

As a result, the sales manager in-
structed his TV sales force to stress
to every purchaser of a color -TV set
the importance of getting a good an-
tenna and having it properly in-
stalled. Since the implementation of
this policy, returns of color -TV sets
have dropped to 2 percent of the
total sold.

Time and time again, sets that are
sold in the store unsell themselves
in the home. You can just about
sum up the home situation in these
words: True color picture; sale com-
pleted! False color picture; sale de-
feated!

No customer will be as tolerant of
ghosts, snow or other interference
in color as he once was in B/W -TV
sets. You can't blame him. These
defects were annoying but bearable
in monochrome; in color they're in -
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Tech. cians can use hang tag A as an antenna
checkup form that can be dropped over the
front door knob at the 1V owner's home. Hang
tag E. can serve as a reminder to homeowners
th2t Their TV antenna is ready for retirement.
Those are a Lew of the nany aids that take only
minutes to use, but wh ch pay off handsomely
in ircreased TV antenna installation business.

r
-P

A TV ante nra and rotator, mounted on a "swing -up" nast, facilitates on -site installation sales.
Men preparing for a demonstration, the technician neec only pull up into the driveway or in front
of the home, flip up the antenna from its horizontal t-aveling position into a vertical receiving
position. and run a lead-in wire from the antenna to the homeowner's TV set through the nearest
window. This on -the -spot demonstration of the TV viewer s own set, in his own home, vividly shows
the differn:e the new antenna makes in reception over the homeowner's existing TV antenna.

tolerable. In color, TV antenna per-
formance is as important as the per-
formance of the TV set itself. And
with a multiplicity of UHF channels
multiplying reception problems, the
importance of the antenna simply
cannot be stressed enough. The con-
sumer should be made to realize
that he is making a major invest-
ment when he purchases a color -TV
set and is entitled to get the best pos-
sible reception and pleasure from his
expenditure. Let's take a good long
look at the job a good antenna can
and should do.

How tie Technician Car Sell
Any salesman worth his salt

would literally give his eye teeth to
be able to sell his product to a cus-
tomer who has called him into his
home. Yet, most technicians forfeit
this golden opportunity to sell a new
antenna while making a service call.
There isn't a better time or place to
sell a new antenna than in the home,
while servicing the TV set. The idea
could be broached by asking the set
owner the age of his antenna.

You do not have to be an electri-
cal or electronic engineer to know
that an antenna, because of rust,
corrosion, oxidation of terminals
and other effects, can lose as much
as 50 percent of its signal gathering

continued on page 76
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GUEST AUTHOR

We hear a lot about Consumerism these days. News-

papers and magazines feature stories about this new

phenomenon every week. As an example of this new

vogue, I might tell you about the attorney general in

New York City complaining, "It is time we clean up all

the problems in the TV service business."

Consumerism and the
Service Technician
by Harold Schulman

I n response to the attorney gen-
eral's statement concerning the TV
service business, you would be en-
titled to ask, "So what else is new?"
And that is what this article is all
about-to tell you "what else is
new."

First, let me tell you that the at-
torney general's remark was made at
a city council meeting in New York
City way back in 1952! I was a
member of a subcommittee trying to
bring some understanding of the na-
ture of television to the people of
New York. We were working with
the better business bureau in the
preparation of the first booklet to be
given away to TV -set owners, de-
scribing the service requirements of
TV sets.

In those days we even had to ex-
plain that "you can't get 12 channels
just because you have a 12 -channel
tuner."

It seems that the greatest abuse in
the 50's and 60's was reserved for
the TV service technician and the
"racket" he was in.

We are now in an entirely differ-
ent climate. There are so many
things people are complaining about
that complaints against the service
industry have to take their place in
line.

It seems that the tremendous out-
pouring of goods and services since

1950 had reached a problem satura-
tion level at the same time that
Ralph Nader was saying Detroit was
turning out some bad cars-and
proving it.

The real output in goods and ser-
vices has grown as much since 1957
as it grew in the entire time since the
Pilgrims in 1620 to 1957. In 1957,
our gross national product was $453
billion. It is now at a trillion dollars!
This means that the additional out-
put since 1957 is $547 billion!
That's a lot of automobiles, alumi-
num cans, bottles, paper products,
appliances and TV sets.

This is the central fact of our cur-
rent existence. There is such a pro-
fusion of goods and services that
something is always going wrong.

TIME Magazine ran a special cov-
er story. FORTUNE Magazine, Es -
QUIRE and many, many others wrote
about appliances that don't work,
airplanes that stack up, cars that are
unsafe, garbage that isn't collected,
and in New York City, even tele-
phones that aren't working.

I think the final proof that things
had gone awry was when Rolls
Royce had to recall some of their
cars for a mechanical defect!

Thus the public and the media
and government officials were
brought together in a sort of simul-
taneous recognition that maybe the

consumer isn't getting his just due
in many areas.

Somewhere along the line we are
doing too many things that pollute
the air, dirty our streams, poison our
food, and fill our shops with shoddy
or unsafe goods.

The result is a rise in consumer-
ism. As FORTUNE Magazine pointed
out, guarantees many times don't
guarantee, they just limit the buyer's
right under common law. Fortune
feels that "Consumerism is a reac-
tion against mass production for
mass consumption by people who
want to be treated as individuals."

Mary Jane, a Federal Trade
commissioner said, "Consumer pow-
er is a reality and grounded on legiti-
mate needs and concerns."

John F. Kennedy, in a special
message on consumers' interests, es-
tablished the Consumers' Advisory
Council with four goals: to establish
on behalf of the consumer the right
to be heard, the right to safety, the
right to be informed and the right
to choose.

From that has grown the perma-
nent office of Consumer Affairs and
a steady stream of legislation to pro-
tect the consumer. For example: In
1966, the National Traffic and Mo-
tor Vehicle Act, and the Fair Pack-
aging and Labeling Act; in 1967,
the Wholesale Meat Act; in 1968,
the Consumer Credit Protection Act,
etc.

At the moment there are more
than 150 bills in the Congressional
hopper, all aimed at one phase or
another of consumer protection. Ex-
pected to pass shortly are acts to
provide inspection of fisheries, pro-
tection against hurtful credit infor-
mation files, defective tire recall
resolutions, etc.

What is equally important is the
actions being taken more and more
by consumers and on behalf of con-
sumers-plus increased consumer
awareness. The Department of Jus-
tice now has a Consumer Protection
Div. Class action suits may result.
The FTC now has a staff of 1300
people with 500 lawyers and a $17
million budget. Consumers them-
selves have formed the "Consumer
Federation of America" and now
have 146 chapters with headquarters
in Washington, D.C., and 38 paid
directors.

All this is going to lead to a much
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more intelligent approach to the
problem of servicing than we ever
had before. I personally feel that our
service industry will enjoy a status
and position 5 to 10 years from now
that is not now possible to imagine.

I think competency in service will
be recognized and rewarded. Those
few who can't keep up with the
needs for competent, legitimate and
honest service, will fall by the way-
side. But the large majority of ser-
vice technicians, who try their best
to learn what's going on, will thrive
and receive recognition.

How do I come to this conclu-
sion? Well, first of all, there will be
much more scrutiny of the entire
service process. It will be found that
the actual servicing is the smallest
part of the problem. What will be
opened to the public and official
view is the part played by other fac-
tors in servicing: the availability of
parts, the accuracy and availability
of service information, the misun-
derstanding of warranties, and the
sheer difficulty in servicing some TV
sets or locating some intermittents.
In some cities you can't even get
around to make your service calls!

On the other hand, when official-
dom is fully informed and consumer
groups really learn what goes into
making a qualified service techni-
cian . . . what he has to know . . .

Idaold Schulman was national
service manager for Aller B.
DuMont Laboratories and CBS -
Columbia during the 1950's, and
wrote the column, "Director's
Corner" in DuMont's service
News for many years. He was
also chairman of the EIA Service
Committee in 1953-54, when the
first industry sponsored training
course was launched. Mr.
Schulman has held executive
positions with Allied Radio and
F sher Radio Corp., and is now
executive vice-president of
Dynascan Corp., the manu-
facturer of B & K Test Equipment
and Cobra 2 Way CB Radios.

and keep up with . . . a new respect
will arise.

I already see some glimmerings
of this. Earl Lifshey, in a widely
read column in HOME FURNISHINGS
DAILY, quotes a deposition that says,
among other things, "that the major
share of responsibility f. the de-
plorable situation now existing in
this country, with respect to the ser-
vicing of most consumer electronic
products, rests squarely upon manu-
facturers of such products." And
then the column goes on to list all
the ills of our industry that could be
considered a responsibility of the
manufacturer. *

This is the start of an awareness
of the entire problem-not just the
whining about the service technician
taking advantage of the customer.
The more they look into ti : situa-
tion, the more they will find hat this
isn't so.

I think we ought to take a page
out of the book of the medical pro-
fession. They are "servicemen" too
After all, they do not produce any-
thing. They make service calls, use
instrumentation, have difficulty with
intermittents, occasionally replace
or remove parts that they shouldn't,

*I will be glad to send a copy of this
column to anyone who writes me at
B & K.

etc. (Of course, one advantage they
have . . . the Maker of the product
they work on doesn't claim that He
makes a perfect chassis . . . and of
course the model doesn't change too
often.)

One of the strengths of the medi-
cal profession is their strong organi-
zation, the AMA. So far, that's
missing in our trade, although there
may be one developing. (At this
writing the Feb. 12 conference in
Dallas had not been completed.)
Possibly we need two organizations
. . . one a professional organization
like the IEEE, where all technicians
can join for professional status . . .

and another organization for own-
ers where business and trade prac-
tices become the business of the day,
such as in the EIA.

The forward looking technician
should join a professional organiza-
tion and become active in it. He
should certainly keep up with the lit-
erature and attend the schools and
seminars made available to him.
And finally his shop should be pro-
fessional looking. How do you feel
about going to a dentist who uses
old, rundown equipment. Isn't your
confidence and satisfaction much
greater when your dentist has new
high-speed, painless equipment?

I am sure you know that Uncle
Sam helps pay for your equipment
because as a business expense it's
deducted from income, and thus you
pay no tax on the amount you
spend. Good equipment pays for it-
self-and should be written down
on your books as fast as possible.
Thus you will always be in a posi-
tion to take advantage of new items
as they are developed-and the need
for them arises.

I would like to close this article
with a quote from John Gardner,
former Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare, in his book, "Ex-
cellence." In calling for a cultural
change-one that will recognize that
the person performing service is ex-
ercising power-doing something
for the customer that he cannot do
himself, he says, "The society that
scorns excellence in plumbing, be-
cause plumbing is a humble activity,
and tolerates shoddiness in philoso-
phy because it is an exalted activity,
will have neither good plumbing nor
good philosophy! Neither its pipes
nor its theories will hold water." 
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

B &K Model
1460
Triggered -

Sweep
Scope

by Phillip Dahlen

Virtually solid-state scope
features compact

circuitry but includes full
5 -in. diameter screen

 In response to a growing demand
for triggered -sweep scopes, B & K
has just recently come out with a
completely new scope, quite unlike
any that they have designed before.
Although the scope is less than 10
in. in overall width, it includes a
CRT that is slightly more than 5 in.
in diameter for easier viewing. Ex-
cept for its Z-axis input, which is
easily reached at the rear of the
chassis, all scope inputs are conve-
niently located on the front panel
along with all of the switches and
controls.

While observing a pilot model in
the manufacturer's laboratory, we
were impressed by observing well
synchronized VITS (Vertical Inter-
nal Test Signal) patterns from a TV
set as it was switched between the
various Chicago TV network sta-
tions.

The manufacturer has compiled a
long list of impressive specifications
which are listed at the right:

Vertical Amplifier
Sensitivity: _ 0.01v/cm to 20v/cm ±5%, I I ranges, each

providing fine adjustment
DC frequency response: DC to 10MHz (-3dB)
AC frequency response: 2Hz to 10MHz (-3dB)
Risetime: 35ns
Overshoot: 3%
Input resistance: IM (approximate)
Input capacity: 35pf (approximate)
Tilt: 5% or less

voltage: ______ 300vdc ac peak or 600v p -pMaximum input

Sweep Circuit
Sweep system:
Sweep time:

Triggered and automatic
0.5/Ls/cm to 0.5s/cm ±5%, 19 ranges, each
providing fine adjustment

Sweep magnification: X5 for each range
Linearity: _3% or less on 0.5s/cm to 2/1s/cm ranges

5% or less on 1.0µ,s/cm to 0.5//s/cm ranges

Triggering
Type: Internal, line frequency and external

(2v p -p or higher)
Positive and negative

Range: 20Hz to 10MHz, minimum 10mm of deflection
TV horizontal synchronization: 100Hz to IMHz, minimum 10mm of deflection
TV vertical synchronization: 100Hz to 3kHz, minimum 10mm of deflection

Any portion of complex TV waveforms can be
synchronized and expanded for viewing

Horizontal Amplifier
Sensitivity 300mv/cm

DC to 800kHz (-3dB)
100K (approximately)
40pf or less

Frequency response:
Input resistance:
Input capacity:

Calibration Voltage
Signal: ____IkHz square wave of 5v p -p, 5%

Intensity Modulation
Z axis: ____30v p -p minimum

Probe

Attenuation: ____Combination 10 -to -1
and direct

10 -to -1 impedance: ____10M, 18pf
Direct impedance: 1M, 120pf

Semiconductor Complement
i I I 40 transistors and 14 diodes

Power Requirements
I 7vac, 50/60Hz, 20w, three -wire cord

Dimensions
9 in. H by 10 in. W by 17 in. D.

13 & K's Precision Model 1460 triggered -sweep
scope. For more details circle 900 on Reader
Service Card.
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Norelco sets the selling stage
for you in 1971 with these

fast selling intercom systems

H°VE
vTpACA 0. 0.4 DPI
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FREE: Eye-catching counter display is yours free of charge
when you purchase seven S-1 and seven S-5 Norelco Standard In-
tercom Systems and become a dealer. Bonus: you will also receive
50 feet of installation cable free with each system.

This profit -producing display featuring commer-
cial quality equipment will keep sales high and
inventories low. Every homeowner, retaile', small
business office, wholesaler, warehouse, and
service organization is an excellent intercom
prospect. With true to life sound, these attractive,
durable units are low in cost yet provide you with
an excellent mark-up. All solid state, they require
little or no maintenance. And they're easy to in-
stall using a single cable. Operate on standard
110 volts. U. L. approved.

For complete details on this easy -to -sell inter-
com line, mail coupon.

Norelco
PI,1111, \ ,1,If SI, IN,

ETD371

Philips Business Systems, Inc., Internal Communications
Divisicn, 100 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10017
I would like to become an 5-1, S-5 Dealer.
Please contact me.

Name

Company

Address

City/State Zip

Dictation Equipment  Mastercom & Paging Systems  Elactronic Printing Calculators  Office Computers  Training & Educat on Equipment
. for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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CCTV IN THE HOME...
continued from page 44

adjacent channel interference is not
a problem. The frequency splitter
and terminating resistor do not al-
low harmonics to cause interference
on the higher -frequency TV chan-
nels that are also being used.

On the other hand, metropolitan
New York has regular broadcasting
on Channels 2, 4, 5 and 7. A closed-
circuit signal must therefore be dis-
played on either Channel 3 or 6,
since most cameras have an RF out-
put range from Channels 2 through
6. Adjacent channel interference
thus becomes a problem. It can,
however, be readily solved by sub-
stituting a single -channel passband
filter or an adjacent channel audio-
video modulator (see Fig. 8 and 9).
Other elements needed to connect
the camera to the MATV system are
an attenuator to balance the camera
signal with off -the -air channels and
a hybrid all channel splitter to permit
the distribution circuit to accept sig-

nals from two sources (antenna and
camera).

If more than one camera is to be
tied into the system, a separate open
channel must be available, prefer-
ably within Channels 2 through 6,
for each camera. Special adaptive
equipment may be used, however, if
a camera must be connected for dis-
play on higher frequency channels.
Ideally, a home owner, who requires
outputs from several cameras to be
displayed on several monitors,
would install a separate signal distri-
bution system without an antenna.
The system would accept only those
signals emanating from the cameras.
Such a system could therefore con-
tain up to five channels (2 through
6) if each camera connection in-
cludes a passband filter to eliminate
adjacent channel interference.

The ultimate choice among the
available options for a home CCTV
system must be predicated on two
basic factors: need and price. Either
can be the determining factor, de-
pending on the user's require-
ments. 

passband
fide,

to di' 'button
tyttern

Fig. 8-A closed-circuit camera can be readily connected into an existing MATV system. If no

problem exists from adjacent -channel interference, the camera can be connected through a splitter/
mixer to the distribution system. If adjacent channel operation is necessary, the splitter/mixer
must be replaced by a passband filter.

ad.

Fig. 9-Multiple camera system using modulators to facilitate distribution of adjacent channel
signals.

TEKLAB...
continued from page 41

VHF Tuning

The low -band RF input circuit,
as shown in Fig. 7, consists primar-
ily of inductors Ll, L2, L4 and L5
tuned by varactor diode TD3. When
switching diodes DI and D2 are
reverse biased, capacitor C3 is
switched across inductor L2, and in-
ductor L5 is switched across induc-
tor L4-causing the input circuit to
resonate in the high -channel VHF
band. The exact resonant frequency
is determined by the capacity of
varactor diode TD3 across the input
inductors. This capacity is adjusted
by varying the positive dc voltage
applied to its anode. When switching
to the high channel, 20v is applied
to the switching diode's anode; while
during low -channel reception the
+20v is removed and the diode is
turned OFF by applying -20v to its
anode.

This same switching voltage de-
termines whether or not switching
diode D5 shorts capacitor C14
across inductor L11 for high -band
reception, electronically disconnect-
ing it for low -band reception. The
same tuning voltage is used for de-
termining the capacity of varactor
diode TD4 across the RF amplifier's
output circuit-causing it to reson-
ate at the same frequency as the cir-
cuit's input.

VHF Oscillator and Mixer
The VHF oscillator, shown in

Fig. 8, is a common -base, tuned-
collector oscillator using varactor
tuning across inductors L14, L15
and L27 on the low band and in-
ductor L14 on the high band. The
output signal is capacity coupled
from the collector tank circuit to the
base of the mixer transistors. The
oscillator's band switching is accom-
plished with switching diodes D6
and D7, and tuning is accomplished
with varactor diodes TD7 and TD9,
using the same switching and tuning
voltages as those applied to the RF
stage.
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Video IF Amplifier
The four -stage video IF amplifier

contains an AGC circuit in its first
two stages, and its frequency re-
sponse is made to differ with signal
strength. At maximum gain (when a
weak RF signal is received), the pic-
ture carrier is amplified to have the
greatest response, and the sound
carrier is increased-while the chro-
ma signal is reduced. This response
change is designed to give optimum
performance with weak as well as
strong RF signals.

The AGC System

The AGC circuit (Fig. 9) is a
closed -loop regulator system con-
trolling both RF and IF signal gain.
It is designed to maintain a relative-
ly constant video output over a wide
range of signal input levels.

The system consists of a two -
stage, gate -amplifier circuit utilizing
flyback pulses and sync -tip voltages
for regulating the AGC amplifier's
impedance. The positive horizontal
flyback pulse is applied (through di-
ode SC302) to the collector of the
AGC gate transistor Q302. Simul-
taneously, the base of Q302 receives
a positive voltage from the sync por-
tion of the video signal present at the
collector of the first video amplifier
transistor (Q208). During this time
Q302 will conduct current, which
will result in a negative dc voltage at
filter capacitor C304. The magni-
tude of this voltage is proportional
to the current through the gate tran-
sistor and hence to the amplitude of
the sync pulse. This dc voltage, in
turn, controls the bias (gain) of the
tuner and controlled IF stages.

Potentiometer R358, together with
resistor R320 and gate -emitter, bias -
network resistors R314 and R316,
set the AGC threshold voltage.
When no AGC voltage is developed,
the AGC amplifier transistor
(Q300) is biased into saturation
through resistors R307, R302 and
R306-the voltage at the junction
of resistors R307 and R302 being
8v to produce maximum tuner gain.

With transistor Q300 in satura-
tion, the emitter current through
transistors 0200 and Q202 (which
are series connected) will be deter-
mined by resistor R210. It has a rel-
atively low value, and the IF stages

will operate at maximum current.
When a negative AGC bias is de-

veloped and added to the existing
bias at the base of transistor Q300,
the current through Q300 is re-
duced, thus reducing the current and
gain of transistors Q200 and Q202.
With Q300 cut off by the negative
AGC bias, the gain of Q200 is low
and determined by resistor R212

(R210 has a low resistance). Tran-
sistor Q202 is controlled similarly
by resistor R218. Further AGC
voltage changes will only control the
tuner gain.

Next month we will continue our
coverage of the Sylvania E01 Chas-
sis with a description of circuit func-
tions in the chroma CW oscillator,
phase control, ACC, demodulation
and horizontal output sections.

PUT IT
TO THE

Leave it to B&K to come up with a new model 179 FET/VOM with fea-
tures that almost rake it unbelievable at its price. Complete DC voltage
ranges from .3V to 1000V; DC current -anges .03 to 300 mA; AC doltage
ranges .3 to 1000V and AC current ranges .03 to 300 mA. Resis'ance 0
to 500 Meg and stable operatiol 0° to 40°C. Fastest and easiest to use.

The 179 uses Field Effect Transistcys for drift -free accuracy. High in-
put impedance -ninimizes circuit loading. And the 179's super -wide
variety of ranges makes this an ideal FET/VOM for shop, lab, produc-
tion line, or school. Includes m rror scale, and stay -put handle.

Now is the tins to update your stop with a stable, protected FET/
VOM. And the economical, yet professional B&K 179 is the instrument

that will cive the
most usefulness and
satisfaction for your
money.

® PREC-siON MODEL
'7E1 FET VON'

Ask your
distributor or
write us for
catalog.

There is a
difference in
test equipment . .

ours works!

A Product of
DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine
Chicago, Illinois 60613

B&K Model 179 FET/VOM $74.95
The new standard of stability

. . . for more details circle 102 on Reader Service lard
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ANY3

An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF
THESE
UNIQUE yours for only
BOOKS ... with Trial

(Combined List Price $39.80) Club Membership

C

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members . . . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
I. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $39.80) for only 990 each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . . if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the membership ap-
plication card today, you'll also get this Bonus
Book, FREE!

1970 TUBE/TRANSISTOR
SUBSTITUTION GUIDE

A completely updated, quick -reference source
for popular tube & transistor substitutions.

Regular List Price $4.95

tional Club Selection you purchase
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Electronic Musical Instruments
L:st Price 57.95; Club Price S4 95

Practical Electronic Servicing Techniques
List Price $7.95; Club Price 52 95

Tr Trouble Diagnosis Made Easy
List Price $7.95; Club Price 54.95

Electronic Designer's Handbook
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

Dictionary of Electronics
List Price $6.95; Club Price $5.50

Computer Circuits & How They Work
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Commercial Radio Operator's Li
Study Guide

List Price $7.50; Club Price $5.95
Admiral Color TY Service Manual

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
FET Applications Handbook -2nd Edition

List Price $14.95; Club Price $9.95
Solid -State Circuit Design & Operation

List Price $9.95; Club Price $7.95
How to Read Electronic Circuit Diagrams

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Electronic Test & Measurement Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pulse 8 Switching Circuits

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Circuit Consultant's Casebook

List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
How to Use Vectorscope-Oscilloscopes &

Sweep -Marker Generators
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Computer Technician's Handbook
List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95

Small Appliance Repair Guide
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Handbook of Magnetic Recording
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

125 One -Transistor Projects
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Computer Architecture
List Price $12.50; Club Price $8.95

Servicing Modern Hi-Fi Stereo Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

104 Easy Projects for the Electronics
Gadgeteer

List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95

AN EXTRAORDINARY Lol d4=10
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Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

Understanding Solid -State
Circuits Sylvania Color TV Service Manual

ELECTRONIC

CIRCUIT RESIGN

HANDBOOK

A giant of a book -495
pages . . . a virtual li-
brary of practical data
of value to everyone
who works with tran-
sistor circuits. Here is
a unique servicing text
you can put to immedi-
ate use, whether your
interests are oriented
toward home -entertain-
ment or industrial type
equipment. Organized
so that needed infor-
mation can be located

quickly and easily. A quick -reference table
tells you exactly where to find appropriate
trouble -shooting charts and service procedures
for practically every type of transistorized de-
vice. In all, nearly 100 different types of
equipment are categorized under general head-
ings such as amplifiers, radio receivers, radio
transmitters, power supplies, test instruments,
and special equipment. 495 tips., 243 illus. 78
tables, 10 sections. 51:." x 81/2".

New Third Edition-A
brand-new, enlarged
edition of the ever pop-
ular circuit designer's
"cookbook," now con-
taining over 600 proven
circuits, for all types of
functions, selected from
thousands on the basis
of originality and prac-
tical application. Now
you can have, at your
fingertips, this careful-
ly -planned reference
source of tried and

tested circuits. Selected from thousands sub-
mitted by distinguished engineers, these
"thought -starters" are a collection of original
circuits selected on the basis of their useful-
ness. This detailed compilation of practical de-
sign data is the answer to the need for an or-
ganized gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can easily
serve as stepping stones to almost any kind
of circuit you might want to build. 384 pps.,
19 big sections, over 600 illus., 8',4" x 11".

List Price 517.95 Order No. T-101

Installing & Servicing
Home Audio Systems

At last, a long -needed
, t brews UP-TO-DATE guide -

MMus book on home audio
HOME systems - your "pass -
AUDIO port" to the lucrative

field of audio equipment
servicing, including
sales and installation.
Included in the compre-
hensive content are
technical descriptions of
the latest audio and hi-
fi equipment, accompa-
nied in each case by ser-
vicing data. The author

describes all the various types of units, illus-
trates the typical circuits used, then tells how
to look for troubles. You'll receive scores of
practical "tips," plus troubleshooting shortcuts.
After an introduction to audio, and a discussion
of test instruments needed, the author gets into
AM and FM tunerslincluding stereo -multiplex),
preamps and amplifiers, tape recorders and
players, mobile radios and tape players, and
automatic record players. 256 pps., over 150
illus., 12 Chapters. Hardbound.
List Price 17.95 Order No. 505

Pinpoint Transistor Troubles
in 12 Minutes

RANSISIOR IROUB
R111111111

List Price $7.95 Order No. 430

Regardless of your
niche in the world of
electronics, you'll find
this collection of tran-
sistor and solid-state
circuits of value. Sec-
tion titles read like an
electronic circuit
"Who's Who": tuners
and receivers - ampli-
fiers - test devices -
power - controlling
- light - controlling -
transmitter - audio -
special receiver - auto-

motive - computer - TV circuits, and many,
many others. Within each section is a wide va-
riety of circuits touching virtually every point
of interest. Each circuit is accompanied by a
description of how it works, pointing out un-
usual features and applications. Technicians
who acquire a familiarity with these circuits
will be far better equipped to cope with present
and future equipment troubles. 13 big sections,
104 circuits in all, 224 pps. Hardbound.

This brand-new book
truly eliminates the
mystery of solid-state
circuits and devices.
Written to serve the
interests of anyone at
the sub -engineering lev-
el (service technicians,
hobbyists, students,
etc.), the content thor-
oughly explains semi-
conductor circuit oper-
ation without delving
into electrochemical
physics and high-level

mathematics. Encompasses amplification, feed-
back, sinusoidal and non -sinusoidal oscillators,
gain control, logic circuits, and integrated cir-
cuits. Semiconductors covered include SCRs.
FETE:. ICs, light-sensitive and voltage -sensitive
devices. The perfect text and reference on sol-
id-state devices and basic circuit operation.
Even if you have already mastered the impor-
tant aspects of solid-state electronics, this book
will update and add much to what you already
know. 192 pps.. over 150 illus.
List Price 57.95 0 Order No. 513

Modern Electronic
Troubleshooting

11141.1111111
A down-to-earth hand-
book that deals with
today's electronic ser-

YG problems on a
practical level, using
modern test instruments
and advanced trouble-
shooting procedures to

all11111111 p
cope with the special

created by
printed boards and sol-
id-state circuitry. It is
hard to conceive of a
book that encompasses
monochrome and color

TV, multiband radio receivers, hi-fi equipment,
tape recorders, two-way communications
equipment, and test instruments for servicing
all this equipment. Yet this book does! By get-
ting right to the subject of how to service the
equipment without the usual wordy theoretical
discussions of how the circuits work. An all-
inclusive servicing guidebook service techni-
cians have been asking for. 256 pps., over 100
illus., 5 big sections, 24 chapters.

RIIC

List Price $7.95 Orcer No. 474

Transistor Circuit Guidebook

TRANSISTOR
CIRCUIT

GUIDEBOOK

List Price $7.95 Order No. 470

Covers 33 RCA black -
and -white models from
1964 to current chassis
-KCS136 to KCS178-
packed with vital ser-
vice data regarding ad-
justments. alignment,
and troubleshooting
tips. Initial chapters
cover tuners. IF repair
and alignment, video
circuits, ACC and sync
circuits. sound circuits,
and vertical and hori-
zontal sweep systems,

with emphasis on newer solid-state circuits
used in hybrid and all -transistor receivers. The
remainder of the manual. chapters 9 through
23, deals with specific chassis. In each case,
there are chassis layout drawings, circuit board
component location diagrams, specific informa-
tion relating to construction and adjustment,
plus a wealth of case -history troubleshooting
data. Includes especially helpful data on small
portable and compact models. 176 pps., 14,/, x
11. Over 150 illustrations.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 549

Here's everything you

SYLVANIA need to sem ice and ro-
pair all Sylvania color
TV sets, from chassis

COLOR TV SERVICE MANUAL 576 to the new solid-
state E01. Twelve com-
plete schematics, repre-
senting the full line of
color sets, are included
in the foldout section.
Contains official fac-
tory -service data, as
well as case histories
and field -change in-
structions. Gives you a

first-hand look at the all -new solid-state E01
and the D12 "Gilbraltar" chassis series, com-
plete with troubleshooting tips. Among the
feature:. is an assembly of case histories, sup-
plying solutions to many recurring and un-
usual problems. Content encompasses setup and
adjustment procedures, solid-state troubleshoot-
ing, complete alignment instructions for RF-IF
and chroma circuits, and sweep -high voltage
adjustments. 160 pps., 8,/," x 11", plus 36 -page
foldout with 12 full-size schematic diagrams.
List Pri:e $7.95 0 Order No. 539

RCA Monochrome TV Service
Manual

RC
MONOCHROME
TV SFFVIC1 MANUAL

The Oscilloscope

An all -new revised third
TR edition of the classic

work on understanding
and using oscilloscopes.
Completely expanded
and updated to include
triggered sweeps, dual -
trace scopes, electronic
switches for multi -
waveform displays. DC -
to -DC supplies, DC -to -
AC inverters, and DC -
to -DC converters, this
brand-new book is right
up-to-date. Revised to

include the latest information in keeping with
technology. It is a virtual handbook on the
subject, explaining scope operation from the
simplest to the most intricate uses. Beginning
where the scope manual stops, the author cov-
ers basic waveforms (DC, sine, sawtooth,
trapezoid, and pulse) clearly detailing their
generic characteristics and how they are in-
terpreted in oscillography. 256 pps., over 179
illus., 8 chapters.

OCCIIOSITH

List P -ice $7.95 Order No. 411

SENDNO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

. for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card
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Oisqr ogr vow
AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
CUT WIRE & CABLE

INSTALLATION COSTS
. without cutting into insulation!
SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

No. T-18-Fits wires up to
3/16" in diameter.

BELL,
TELEPHONE,

THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR

ALARM
and other low
voltage wiring. -P4

Uses T-18
staples with 3/16" round crown

in 3/8" leg length only. ,

No. T -25 --Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.
Same basic construction
and fastens same
wires as No. T-18.

Also used for
RADIANT

HEAT WIRE

Uses T-25 staples
with 1/4" round crown in 9/32", -
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths.;

T-18 and T-25 staples also available in Monel and
with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost.

No. T-75-Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.

RADIANT HEAT
CABLE,

OF CABLE,
WIRE CONDUIT

COPPER TUBING
or any non-metallic

sheathed cable.
Also used as

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.

Uses T-75 staples with 1/2"
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and

28" lerl..riigths./

Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time
and effort on every type of wire or cable fasten-
ing job. Arrow staples are specially designed with
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and
rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel
construction and high -carbon hardened steel
working parts are your assurance of maximum
long -life service and trouble -free performance.

Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer
or write for further details.

)122:s.,
"Pioneers and Pacesetters

For Almost A Half Century"

TV RECEPTION ...
continued from page 46

When securing coaxial cable by
stapling, the metal staples should be
spaced at random intervals. Equal-
ly spaced staples tend to produce
"holes" at certain discrete frequen-
cies. This leads to a loss of signal
energy at those channels that corre-
spond to the "hole" frequency. An
alternative method of securing trans-
mission cable involves the use of
plastic clips with pressure -sensitive
backing. These are ideal for secur-
ing a cable along a room baseboard.

The antenna should have a good
front -to -back ratio so that signals
coming from the rear are attenuated
to a point where they do not affect
the main signal. The polar patterns
in Fig. 3 are typical for an antenna
receiving four different frequencies.

The characteristics of an antenna
are more directional at the higher
frequencies. This is desirable since
it reduces the effect of pickup from
unwanted reflected signals impinging
on the back and ends of the antenna.

The front -to -back ratio of an an-
tenna is merely the ratio of signal
amplitude (in microvolts as read on
a field strength meter) when the
front of the antenna is pointing in
the direction of the desired station's
transmitter, to the amplitude of the
signal picked up at the back end of
the antenna when the back of it is
oriented towards the transmitter.
Simply stated: Front -to -back ratio

E forward
E backward'

To convert this to a decibel value
(most antenna specifications indi-
cate the front -to -back ratio in deci-
bels), we can consult a voltage -to-
decibel conversion chart. For exam-
ple:

Front signal amplitude = 4000p,v.
Rear signal amplitude = 200/iv.

4000/AvFront -to -back ratio -
200µv

= 20:1.
Since all signal measurements are

referenced to OdBm (OdBm =
1000µv) 20:1 means 20,000pv:
1000µv or a signal 20 times strong-
er than OdBm. From a conversion
chart we find that this voltage ratio
is equal to 26dB. The front -to -back
ratio is stated as 26dB.

The antenna must have sufficient
gain for the geographic area in
which it is to be used. While some

manufacturers furnish gain curves,
most rely on the terms metropolitan,
suburban or fringe to describe an
antenna for any particular area.

Fig. 4 shows the gain character-
istics of an antenna. The length of
antenna elements are usually cut for
operating around the center of the
TV band. The response, therefore,
falls off at the band ends. Transmis-
sion cable, on the other hand, has a
characteristic of increasing attenua-
tion as the frequency is increased.

For example: For a particular
type of RG59/U cable the decibel
loss at Channel 2 (54 to 60MHz) is
2.8dB per 100 ft; on the FM Band
(88 to 108MHz) it is 4.0dB per
100 ft; and at Channel 13 (210 to
216MHz) it is 5.9dB per 100 ft. To
compensate for this loss, an antenna
is designed so that there is a positive
characteristic -curve tilt toward the
lower frequencies (i.e., gain increas-
es with frequency). At the higher
frequencies, the loss in the antenna
-due to the length of the elements
-does not allow this same relation-
ship. However, the overall antenna
gain is higher (i.e., Channel 2 to 6
gain is 6 to 9dB, Channel 7 to 13
gain is 13 to 10dB). The important
point is that the minimum gain in
the High Band range is greater than
the maximum gain in the Low Band
range. At UHF frequencies the gain
is just about flat from Channel 14
through Channel 68 and then falls
off rapidly. For the UHF channels
( both the high and low ends) we
can therefore consider the antenna
response almost flat.

To sum up these points, one
would like to see an antenna that
has:
 Wide bandwidth [i.e., covers

from Channel 2 (54MHz)
through Channel 13 (216MHz)
including the FM Band] with
good gain characteristics.

 Some sort of UHF head, either
as an integral part of the antenna
or separately mounted, to cover
the UHF frequencies of Channel
14 to 82.

 A flat response over each 6MHz
section of each channel (say
±1dB).

 A good front -to -back ratio.
This appears to be truly a hercu-

lean task for an antenna. However,
there are a few on the market that
you can obtain which have these
characteristics. Ask the distributor
for the characteristics. 

. . . for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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Let a Sencore expert teach you to align every
stage in ,c ,TV receiver FAS

with the all new
SM158
SPEED ALIGNER
You will be assigned to a group Ike this.
You will go through complete RF, F and chroma alignment
on a specially made 1970 all solid s:ate tuner, IF and ciroma
board.

Nothing has happened like this in the industry before - why
not be one of the first?
WATCH FOR THE WORKSHOP ANNOUNCEMENT IN YOUR
AREA. IF ONE IS NOT SCHEDULED, ASK YOUR DISTRIB-
UTOR TO SCHEDULE ONE.

J 3200 Sencore Drive  Sioux Falls, South Dakota
. for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL DIGEST
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL
Modular Stereo Models STC731/STC741/STC751-Disassembly
Instructions

To remove the changer and chassis from these models,
the cabinet bottom must be removed by removing the
screws in the cover. On Models STC741 and STC751, turn
the two changer hold down clamps to the vertical position
(accessible through holes in the bottom of the chassis). Do
not pull the record changer out by its centerpost, but lift
the changer part way out with your hands on each side of
the base plate. Then disconnect the changer audio cable
and power connector. The changer can then be lifted out
and most service can be performed without removing the
chassis.

If it is necessary to remove the chassis, start by pulling
off all knobs. Remove the mounting nut and washer secur-
ing the stereo phone jack, the four screws holding the chas-
sis to the cabinet and the screws holding the rear jack panel
to the cabinet. Loosen the Phillips screws below the stereo
phone jack supporting the control bracket. Loosen the
Phillips screw under the power switch, freeing the control
bracket, and then loosen the Phillips screw between the Bal-
ance and Treble controls-lowering the control bracket as
shown in the illustration.

{-1( LiIpE.LE CONTROL !BALANCE CONTROL

L_I

On Model STC751, the cassette recorder can be removed
by taking out the four screws securing it to the chassis. Be
certain to mark the audio cables as you unplug them. Care-
fully lift the chassis out.

Reassemble the unit in reverse order, tightening the end
screws after pushing controls up into position with the cen-
ter screw.

EMERSON
Tuner Gear Identification

Certain tuner gears are incorrectly identified on some
service notes. Please use this as your guide when ordering

B

C
An

LI

402

the gears shown. Several configurations are illustrated.
A-Drive Gear 965862 P-FT Gear (Solid) 964699
B-FT Gear 965927 R-FT Intermediate

Gear 964700
V-FT Assembly 964704

RCA SALES CORP.
Battery Powered Clocks-Starting Clocks

Many of the clocks utilized in
not self-starting. The clock must
strument is sold, then each
time the clock battery is
replaced.

An outline of this pro-
cedure is included in the
Operating Instructions
packed with these instru-
ments. To start the clock,
the battery must first be
installed correctly. Then
pull the time knob (locat-
ed on the back of the in-
strument), out to set the
time. Releasing the time knob

current RCA radios are
be started when the in -

Tom Knob

starts the clock motor.

Record Changer Models RP-230/231/232/233-Erratic or Improper
Function Selector Operation

Erratic or improper function selector operation of these
record changers may be resolved by one of the following
procedures:

If the function selector is forced toward the "Select" po-
sition during the last record shut-off cycle, the control lever
may warp downward causing the switch tab on the control
lever to miss the switch assembly. In the event this occurs,
and the control lever (Stock No. 126066) is bent, it must
be straightened or replaced. Also the switch (Stock No.
108457) may be damaged.

Switch Tab

The operation of certain changers (some early versions
utilizing two switches) may be enhanced by the addition of
a piece of plastic tubing (spaghetti) over the switch tabs.
Each piece of tubing must be 3/ 16 in. long and fit snugly
on the tabs.
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YOU, too, will say YES if you will just try the CR143
at your local Sencore parts distributor only $119.50.

BEST EQUIPMENT
MADE TO DATE

Richard E. Sanderferd, Radio & TV Repair
Raleigh, No. Carolina

A FINE PRODUCT

Howard Delaughter, TV & Electronics  Moultrie, Ga.

IT'S QUALITY AND
AMERICAN MADE

W. L. Baker, P. T. Tech.Sandia Base, New Mexico

A GOOD PRODUCT
AT A FAIR PRICE

Leo Coy, Inspector  Bettendorf, Iowa

cE,* SAY ES
sENG.

1\1C CD II=t

SENWRE WARRANTY CAFD

TO THE CR143
CRT CHAMPION
The industry's most recommended CRT Tester.
Here is what users say: thay say YES after using
the CR143 Champion, they say YES to their friends
and they are saying YES b you. They say YES,
go ahead and buy the CR143 ... it can't be beat.
See these excerpts from users' warranty cards
and judge for yourself.

I SAW IT AND
I LIKED IT
RIGHT AWAY

Anthony Pieczkowski , TV Service  Cicero, Illinois

SPEC'S UP AGAINST
OTHER COMPANIES

. . . LOVE SENCORE'S
STEEL CABINETS

Charles Marchese, TV Tech.* Mechanicville, New York

NEEDED A NEW
CRT TESTER . . .

THIS HAD THE
BEST FEATURES

Frank Cwynar, Pharmacist  Randallstown, Maryland

HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Roy W. Grau, Technician  Lancaster, New York

IN

A

NUTSHELL

In a nutshell, users always say yes to the
CR143 Champion because it checks all
CRTs, large and small, domestic and im-
ported, and is the only CRT tester that
has an automatic check on color CRT
tracking. You can tell by the three G2
controls. After you see that the CR143
has replaceable sockets to prevent obso-
lescence and that it is a rejuvenator at
no extra cost-you, too, will say yes.

3200 SENCORE DRIVE, SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 57107

... for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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COLORFAX
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

EMERSON
Color TV-Replacement of AFT Integrated Circuit

The AFT integrated circuit, Part No. 815215, has been
redesigned and will no longer have a Pin 9 terminal. In the
sets which use parallel filaments, the new version of IC
815215 is directly interchangeable with the old one.

In the chassis with series filaments, it will be necessary
to check the printed board circuitry connected to the IC;
and if the printed board wiring to Pin 5 is open, it will be
necessary to connect a juniper between Pins 5 and 9 of
the IC (see circuit diagram "A").

11V BUIS 01001
81.201

CICSIV

1C201
amc 

T20$A T201111

vsf:
,5v . asv

c,c0325015.1 c,4,047

r.

C45°, I r. 2111'"

1.20

I SV 5

CSC?.
SIC

461 C-257
II000 I'000L  211

A.1 NOV?$

S C 260

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM "A"

SOLDERING +
DESOLDERING +

RESOLDERING

SOLDER ABILITY
0

WORLD'S MOST PRACTICAL SOLDER HANDLING TOOLS

SOIDAPWIT  SOLDAVAC
Desoldering Tools

1

 LIGHT WEIGHT, PORTABLE  SELF-CLEANING  FAST, VACUUM ACTION

o /*Wei

1:1;;SAL The World's Finest Soldering Tools

SOLD/MVP
 EXPERT CRAFTSMANSHIP Resoldering Tips

 FAST SOLDERING CYCLES These tips sip up solder
Several models to choose from like a sponge or solders

like a dream.

Melte D
* Angle face Tip

ViDeSff. A

SOLDASIP
RESOLDERING
FLUX

66
BURNISHING TOOL

Double magnifying, cleans
relay contacts and Solda
sip capillary slots.

* Pry Tip

Use as soldering aid to
pry component leads free.
One Tip applies, removes
solder.

U.S.and Foreign Patents Applied For

S
V
N

Ri

EIZISY-1411
15954 ARMINTA STREET
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 91406
PHONE (213) 989-2324

Advertised in EEM. MASTERS. EBG and EPAC Catalogs

Send for our free 12 page
BOLDER ABILITY manual.

TELEX NO. 651469 EDSYNEX VAN

ic.00 I

'iv ZINI D1001
XZ20i

5 0246002

26,!

141502T

ZIP

.2144110 C.124,
IC  201

 
NSCIP101.4,02/ 0.40$

T  2011

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM "B"

SaC 521..0

The new version of the IC 815215 can be used without
modification if Pin 5 of the IC is connected to the AFT
circuitry (see circuit diagram "B").

RCA SALES CORP.
Color TV Chassis CTC40-Color Tracking

Some color tracking problems in instruments utilizing the
CTC40 chassis-which seem to relate to a defective picture
tube-may actually be the result of a defective ON/OFF
switch. Should the section of the switch used to bypass

Pe

a.

-

L11..t.0° I I 1F

<.,.

 10 rot 

11 v0 1)dJQ1
160q.

..D,D011410064
GE1

00
DO

160i
O. Oa vote

the picture tube filament dropping resistor (R113) become
intermittent, the filament voltage could vary between 5
(STANDBY) and 6.3v (oN). This can cause variations in
color tracking.

Color TV Chassis CTC42/43/44/47-Reduced Remote Sensitivity

Reduced remote -control sensitivity of instruments utiliz-
ing these chassis may be the result of an off -value electro-
lytic capacitor in the preamplifier. The capacitor is Symbol
No. C908, Part No. 128058, a 30p,f, 15v electrolytic ca-
pacitor. If replaced, use part No. 132062, a tantalum type
2710, 15v electrolytic for maximum reliability.

1=17 7g3

oIc 0.

. for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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They

Say

YES

They

Say

YES

They

Say

YES

SENWRE WARRANT]' CARD

TO THE SENCORE
TC154

MIGHTY MITE
TUBE TESTER

Here is why over 60,000
Mighty Mite tube testers are now

being used daily. Here is how users say YES
on their warranty cards after using the Mighty Mite.

COMPARED SENCORE TO OTHER

MANUFACTURERS

Ralph Jones, Electronic Student  San Diego, Calif.

HAD EARLIER MODEL

H. R. Schultz, Electronic Tech. Phoenix, Arizona

REASONABLE PRICE AND

EXCELLENT QUALITY

George Anthony, Master TV Technician
Vineyard Haven, Mass.

IT'S COMPACTNESS, TRUE

INDICATOR AND LOW PRICE

Wallace S. Waniya, Electronic Technician

Honolulu, Hawaii

SHARP EYE FOR FINE EQUIPMENT

Arnold F. Walter, Technician  Buffalo, New York

YOU, too, will say YES if you will just try the TC154 (ow
at your local Sencore parts distributor

only $99.50 \oti,
PE

44I IN

A

NUTSHELL

They

Say

YES

They

Say

YES

They

Say

YES

They

Say

YES

.TO SENCO

CD FR
3200 SENCORE DRIVE, SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 57107

IT HAD THE FEATURES I WANTED

Karl L. Radke , Stuaent Pittsfield, Mass.

USING THEM-
SENCORE IS THE BEST

Richard Sanderford, Radio & TV Service
Raleigh, No. Carolina

RECOMMENDED BY MORE

EXPERIENCED T.V. REPAIRMEN

E. A. Kirvan, Elec. Technician Specialist
Minneapolis, Minnesota

JUST CHECKED

AN OLD FAMILIAR NAME

Philip D. Walters, Electronic Tech.. Dayton, Ohio

AS FAR AS I AM CONCERNED,

SENCORE IS TIE BEST

Ira Reeves , Test Engineer  Augusta, Georgia
They

Say

YES

In a nutshell, users always say yes to the
Mighty Mite because it finds the tough
dog tube troubles before they get a chance
to cause you that expensive call back.
It checks them all, large and small, foreign
or domestic, and does it right with 100
megohm grid leakage sensitivity and cath-
ode check at full rated emission. See
your Sencore distributor and you, too, will
say yes. Over 60,000 now in use.

... for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS

IG.

0'
4

When you're

putting up an

antenna,

RCA supports it.

With a complete

line of hardware.
Chimney, wall, and roof mounts.
Masting. Guy wires, fittings ...
and standoffs, too. Whatever your
requirements .. . RCA meets
them with a complete line of
Antenna Installation Hardware.

Every item in the line has been
given that special attention to
design and quality that you've
come to expect from RCA.

Ask your RCA Distributor about
the RCA antenna hardware line,
and about his special deal on
a hardware merchandiser for
profitable "do-it-yourself" sales.
Sell the hardware line with built-in
consumer acceptance-RCA.

Parts and Accessories,
Deptford, N.J. 08096

RCA
Antenna
Installation Hardware

For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

STEREO -RADIO
SPEAKER SWITCH 703

Eliminates the need for
internal switching

"Switch-O-Matic," Model 30-3160,
a solid-state switching device, is de-
signed to operate the car radio through
the tape system's speakers, switching
them in automatically. The unit ap-
plies driver power to the speakers,
eliminating the need for internal
switching in the tape player system.
When the tape unit is being used, the
"Switch-O-Matic" is said to automati-
cally cut itself out of the circuit.

Housed in a metal box that measures
only 3% in. by 2% in. by 1% in., the
unit reportedly can be mounted out of
sight behind the dashboard. It is in-
stalled with connections to the tape
player's and the radio's output and
power leads, and connecting wires to
the car's stereo speakers. Price $17.95.
GC Electronics.

TUNER CLEANER

Now in -caddy size"
aerosol can

704

Blue Shower is now available in a
12 oz "caddy size" aerosol can. The

manufacturer states that the 24 oz size
can is too large and cumbersome for
use in the home, and that by using the
"caddy size" can, it is now possible for
the technician to completely clean, de-
grease and restore entire tuner assem-
blies that are contaminated. Tech
Spray.

OSCILLOSCOPE

Frequency range from
10Hz to 100Hz

705

This solid-state scope, Model 536A,
is designed with a 3 -in. CRT face. The
vertical amplifier is reportedly ac/dc
coupled and fully compensated for op-
timum response with a sensitivity of
20mv/cm over a dc to 1.5MHz band-
width. Specifications indicate a sweep
frequency range from 10Hz to
100kHz in four ranges continuously
variable in the respective ranges. Also

featured is a three step attenuator with
a variable trimmer, plus a built-in 5%
calibrator that is said to stabilize time
and voltage. Dimensions are 51/2 in.
W by 71/2 in. H by 14 in. D. Weight
151/2 lb. Price $167. Kikusui Elec-
tronics.

CABLE ASSEMBLY 706

Injection molded directly
onto cable jacket

The cable assembly features poly-
ethylene collars which are said to be
injection molded directly onto the
cable jacket and the connector body.
The resulting encapsulation reportedly
forms a weather-proof seal between
cable and connector, providing greater
stress protection against failure due to
excessive bending, flexing and twisting.

. . . for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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COMPACT SIZE AND PRICE

Ite'4"
Thomas G. Stone,TV Service
Dansville, New York

BECAUSE OF

GOOD DESIGN, ENGINEERING

& PRICE

LIKED THE SINGLE LINE

/ AND DOT FEATURE

IVA"

go'
HAVE LONG KNOWN

SENCORE'S QUALITY

HAVE OTHER SENCORE

EQUIPMENT

Urban M. Krier
4461 No. Prospect Ave.
Shorewood, Wisc.

M. L Sakraida , TV Service
Edgewood, Pennsylvania

James Feroben ,TV Repair
Jackson, Mississippi

George R. Riley ,Sect Foreman

Stanton. California

IOU, too, will say YES if you will just try the CG153
at your local Sencore parts distributor only $169.95.

11C CD01=1

SENZIRE WARRANT CARD

Nshwsh

TO THE SENCORE
COLOR GENERATOR
Read how Sencore users say YES,
YES, YES after hey own a Sencore
CG153 Color King. These are
excerpts from warranty cards
of Color King owners.

I HAVE NINE SENCORE

UNITS NOW

lied"
IN MY OPINION, BEST

ON THE MARKET

464'
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

GOOD SERVICE

FROM SENCORE

Rogers Electronics
TV Service
FlagStaff, Arizona

Upson Tutt , TV Repair

Springfield, Massachusetts

Herman Schmidt
Electronic Technician
Satellite Beach, Florida

Frank Yingling TV Service
Temple Hills, Maryland

All MY INSTRUMENTS

ARE SENCORE

lteA"
Peter Wiwel , Technician
Napa, California

IN

A

NUTSHELL

In a nutshel , here is why all users of the
CG153 Color <ing say YES. The Color King
has rock -like standard RCA licensed pat-
terns plus two convergence patterns-
movab e dot and cross. Too, it works when
taken from a cold truck at far below zero
in the winter (with preheated solid state
circuits), but will stay rock solid at 120
degrees in the shade during the summer.
It is impervious to humidity as well, as
the preheater will dry out the circuits no
matter where you are. You, too, will say
yes if you purchase the Color King. It is
the best.

3200 SENCORE DRIVE, SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 57107

... for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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1E 1QUAM
MODEL
8C6PAX

HOTTEST
MOVER IN THE

PUBLIC ADDRESS
FIELD!
8 inch, 6 oz. ceramic magnet
speaker handles 12 watts.
Dual cone. Frequency
response 50-20000 Hz.
Shallow construction
(3" depth). Transformer
mounting facilities.

ONE OF MANY FINE QUAM
SPEAKERS FOR SOUND
SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

Write for our Sound System Catalog

GUAM
Quam-Nichols Company
234 East Marquette Road
Chicago, Illinois 60637

NEW PRODUCTS

The series of cables is offered in five
cable lengths, from 12 to 60 in., in
RG58C/U, RG59B/U, or RG62A/U
cable types. Connectors are said to be
supplied with a non -tarnish finish. The

cable impedance value is molded into
the inch -long collar. Pomona Elec-
tronics.

POWER SUPPLY 707

Output current is
rated at 0 to 0.7a

The solid-state power supply, Mod-
el PS61C, is designed with all silicon
semiconductors and reportedly pro-
vides current limiting with short cir-
cuit protection. The output voltage is
said to be 1 to 15v dc with a continu-
ous current rating of 0 to 0.7a. Speci-
fications indicate 2% meter accuracy.
The unit is reportedly enclosed in
walnut clad steel case with rubber feet.

Dimensions are 33/8 in. H by 61/4 in.
W by 45/8 in. D. Price $59.95. Blulyne
Electronics.

MOBILE ANTENNA 708

Virtually impervious to forced
removal or normal breakage

A mobile antenna is designed for
two-way communications. The manu-
facturer indicates that the new anten-
na, known as the "Linebacker," is de-
signed to provide optimum electrical
performance while virtually .m -

pervious to forced removal or normal
breakage from impact. The molded
high -impact design is said to be less
than 31/2 in. high, while field tunable
to VSWRs of 1.5:1 or better. When
mounted on a horizontal surface, such
as a car roof, it reportedly radiates an

efficient omni-directional pattern which
is vertically polarized for compatibility
and maximum performance in existing
communication networks. Antenna
Specialists.

SERVICE BAG

Contains upper and
lower sections

709

A leather tool bag has an upper sec-
tion designed to hold large tools or
meters and a lower section of three
sliding metal trays with divided com-
partments. The bag is also equipped

with an outside pocket. Dimensions of
the bag are 15 in. L by 121/2 in. H by
5 in. W. Price $40.00. K. Leather
Products.

"There! Now we'll just see how fast this
speedy TV service shop really is."

... for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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The replacement picture tube
no other color tube

can replace!

Simulated TV picture

Now you can install the revolutionary Chromacolor
picture tube in almost any brand of 23" (diag.) color
TV. And let your customer see the difference: a new,
sharper Chromacolor picture with greater brilliance,
contrast and color definition.

Zenith pioneered, developed and patenteo (U.S.
Patent No. 3146368) the Chromacolor picture tube.
And only Zenith has Chromacolor.

Chromacolor is an easy sale because people al-
ready know of Chromacolor's superiority. (Last year,
after the revolutionary new Chromacolor system was

TWO-YEAR WARRANTY
Zenith Radio Corporation warrants the replace-
ment CHROMACOLOR picture tube to be free
from defects in material arising from normal
usage for two years from date of original con-
sumer purchase. Warranty covers replacement
or repair of picture tube, through any authorized
Zenith dealer; transportation, labor and service
charges are the obligation of the owner.

AA AA C_ I a®

introduced, Zenith giant -screen color TV se's became
the No. 1 best-seller!)

Full two-year warranty.
Here's your sales clincher: Chromacolor replacement
color tubes are warranted for two full years. Exactly
double the warranty period for most other replace-
ment color picture tubes.

Give your customers the best - Chromacolor re-
placement color tubes. Only your Zenith Distributor
has them.

Zenith Chromacolor picture tube
pinpoints the color dots on a
jet black background and for the
first time fully illuminates every dot.

The quali'y goes in
before the name goes on
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"SUPER"
IS THE WORD FOR

WORKMAN COLOR TV

CRT BRIGHTENERS

WE START WITH A STURDY
MOLDED PLASTIC CASE. NOW WE
FILL IT WITH A HEAVY DUTY
TRANSFORMER. THIS WILL DELIVER
THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE VOLTAGE
FOR MAXIMUM BRIGHTNESS. OUR
SUPER -BRIGHTENER WILL STAY
COOL FOR LONGER-LASTING,
EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE.
ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
BRIGHTENERS IN A FREE VEST
POCKET SIZE CROSS REFERENCE

No. X62.

MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN let
PRODUCTS. INC 0 SOA 3128 SAIASOTA FLORID 335/1

. . . for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card

Unsolder it
with the
Endeco
300,,
Pencil
Deso/dering
Iron

MODEL 11
300

Removes miniature soldered compo-
nents in seconds- without damage
Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums all solder
for easy removal of component. Leaves terminals
and mounting holes clean. Then, with 360° contact,
it resolders faster, better than regular irons. Hand-
les miniature and standard components in PC

boards and conventional wiring. Self-cleaning. All
parts replaceable. 40 watts, 120-v. Standard tip
supplied, 5 other tip sizes available. Pays for itself.
$11.95 net East of the Rockies. El

Larger model available. See your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

5127 E. 65th St. Indianapolis, Ind. 46220

. . for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE

For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

TV CORDS

Includes 6 and 9 ft
cords in white and brown

A 20 -piece TV cheater and power
supply cable kit is designed for peg-
board display with header and see-
through plastic bag. The cable kit is
said to include two each of the seven
most popular cords and one each of
six other types. Specifications indicate
that all cords are rated at 10a, 125v,

TVCheater.Pmer. Supply Cords

20.1 ,CE ASSOMPAMT

losix.i.r
TY Metommus Lar

and listed by Underwriters' Laborato-
ries, Inc. Included are 6 ft and 9 ft
lengths in white and brown, with stan-
dard and polarized caps and connec-
tors. Columbia Electronic Cable.

MEGAPHONE 711

Wide angle coverage of distances
of up to 1000 yd

The solid-state, 16w electronic meg-
aphone, Model M-100, is designed for
wide-angle coverage of distances up to
1000 yd. This self-contained mega-
phone is said to offer a weatherproof

710

detachable microphone and adjustable
padded shoulder strap. When the mi-
crophone is attached to the back of
the megaphone, the megaphone is op-
erated by holding the pistol grip and
pulling the "trigger" talk -switch. When
the microphone is detached for remote
operation with the megaphone slung

over the shoulder, the talk -switch on
the microphone activates the unit. The
spun aluminum housing is finished in
brown and tan epoxy enamel. A vol-
ume control is mounted on the micro-
phone for adjustment to the desired
volume and sound coverage. The mi-
crophone's flexible coil -cord is said to
extend up to 5 ft. The unit reportedly
requires eight "C" batteries, which are
not included with the megaphone.
Weight 5 lb. Price $99.95. Audiotron-
ics Corp.

AUDIO CONNECTOR ADAPTER

Available with three, four 712
and five pin contacts

A line of "Q -G" ("Quick -Ground")
audio connector adapters, Series S (*)
FM is designed for applications requir-
ing a transformer, attenuator, or other
electronic circuitry in line with a mi-
crophone input. The adapter is said to
be 4 in. long with 11/2 in. of useable
space for extra circuitry between the
unwired terminals of the male and fe-
male inserts at either end of the adapt-
er. The connector inserts are reported-
ly available in three-, four- and five -
pin contact configurations to accom-
modate a variety of standard micro-
phones. The specific connector adapter
is designated by inserting the number
of contacts in place of the asterisk in

the part number. Other features are
said to include positive grounding/
shielding of the shells, an insert screw
that can't be lost, and quick and sim-
ple disassembly and reassembly. The
microphone adapter is said to have a
thermosetting plastic that minimizes
hum and noise problems encountered
at low signal levels. These connectors
adapters mate with "Q -G" cord plugs
and receptacles and other connectors
with similar insert arrangements and
an identical number of contacts. List
price of the three contact adapter is
$4.50; four contact adapter is $4.80;
five contact adapter is $6.30. Switch -
craft.



2 FREE
GIFTS FROM RCA

- -

dIP

FREE FREE

L4

BuyAny of These RCA Test Instruments
and get in on the bonus free gift offer

;1P:
510A 033A

qi

C

WO 505A

Just send in your warranty card
instruments purchased between February 25 and May 8. With
each instrument purchased, you get free a leather tool holder
and another gift of your own choosing from the 37 handsome
offerings described in the RCA gift catalog. The catalog will be
sent to you without charge when your warranty card is received.
This offer is good in the U.S.A. only. See your RCA distr.butor
for more information and an advance look at the catalog gifts.
Do it now, because the offer expires on May 8.

WR 514A

ce),C4,p..... 
WR 52A

on any of these RCA test
WR 99A

RCA
RCA I Electronic Components I Harrison, N.J. 07029.

...tor wore details circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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Find Out

How Selling

the DeltAlert

Home Alarm

System

Makes a Secure

P & L Statement

Make money in the expand-
ing home alarm market by sell-
ing DeltAlert, the reliable,
sophisticated ultrasonic sys-
tem that assures customer sat-
isfaction. Priced right so you
can forget about call-backs, it
carries the kind of margin that
makes it all worth while. No big
cash tie-up in inventory... you
order as necessary (experience
shows consistent, fast reorders
from dealers).

Find out how the DeltAlert
and DeltaHorn accessories are
your sure boost to profits.
Send for complete information now.
"Delta Products, One Of America's

Finest Names In Electronics"

DELTA PRODUCTS INC

ETD

... for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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ANTENNA PROFITS ...
continued from page 53

capability. Often, the results are
faded, grainy or ghosty pictures.
With color -TV pictures, the damage
is even more apparent in the form
of displeasing tints and interference.

According to TV antenna indus-
try spokesmen, 65 percent of all in-
door antennas currently in use are
over three years old. So, unless you
are suggesting an antenna replace-
ment on two-thirds of the service
calls you make each year, you are
doing your customers and yourself
a disservice.

Lest we forget, an antenna is just
as vital a part of the TV reception
chain as a tube, lead-in or any other
component. If the viewer's antenna
is ready for replacement and you
keep it a secret from him, you are
asking for double trouble: callbacks
for picture problems caused by the
antenna, not your service, and for-
feitures of substantial profits you
could have earned installing outdoor
antennas.

Make it a habit on every service
call to ask "How's your antenna?"
If you don't feel like talking, you
can pin a button on your jacket
(available from certain antenna
manufacturers) that asks the same
question. Have a sign made up for
your tube caddy and service wagon
that states, "FREE TV antenna check
up." Keep TV antenna check list
forms (also provided by antenna
makers) handy on service calls.

These simple devices should stim-
ulate inquiries from TV set owners
and equip you to follow through
with good antenna advice. This
means you must know basic antenna
designs and their operation.

Study your antenna check list and
be ready to explain to your custom-
er (in no more than 5 minutes) in
simple, comprehensible terms why
the antenna should be replaced. As
a final convincer, tell the customer
to call the owner of a new TV an-
tenna you recently installed in the
area for a first-hand opinion of the
reception results. (Of course, be
sure to first obtain permission from
the new antenna owner to allow
prospects to call him.)PO IsitoR 'la'  (,NAND JUNCTION

PHONE ,303, 242.9000

In formulating our approach to
garnering a more profitable antenna
business:
 Know the reception eccentricities

of your area and their causes.
 Know the antenna answers for

these reception problems. Use
the "good," "better," "best" an-
tenna combination to solve each.
(A "good" antenna does the job
at the lowest price possible. A
"better" antenna costs moderately
more but offers additional signal
strength, stronger construction. A
"best" antenna is the costliest,
but delivers the last word in de-
sign, durability and perform-
ance.) Let the TV viewer decide
which antenna he wants and his
purse can afford. By offering him
a choice of alternatives, you gain
a vital psychological selling edge.
Regardless of which antenna type
he selects, you stand to turn over
a tidy profit, presupposing you've
accurately priced your labor and
materials to leave you a fair prof-
it. But-always aim to sell the
"best" antenna type to assure top
customer satisfaction with per-
formance.

 Don't forget to also suggest a ro-
tator if the installation can bene-
fit from it. This means more dol-
lars for you than a rotator -less
installation.

 Look around or ask to learn if
more than one TV set is being
used in the home. If it is a multi-
set household, you can suggest a
home master antenna system and
explain its many TV viewing and
FM stereo listening benefits.

Antenna Check -Up Time
Any time is antenna check-up

time. You don't have to rely on
good weather to make an antenna
check-up. All you have to do is look
up, check-up and speak up.

Keep your eye on the rooftops in
the neighborhood as you make your
service calls. It doesn't take much
ingenuity to notice a dilapidated an-
tenna that is ready for retirement. If
you have the time, you can ring the
doorbell and ask the home owner
who answers if he or she would like
a free antenna check-up right then
and there, at no cost. Explain to the
customer that such a check-up could



very possibly result in a much better
reception than presently being re-
ceived. Then take out your antenna
check form (such as the one illus-
trated) and fill it out on the spot-
without climbing up on the roof.
Your visual inspection, based on
your experience, should be adequate
for you to make accurate recom-
mendations to the customer. Should
the customer want to think it over,
just hand him or her the check-up
sheet with your estimate and advise
the prospect to call you when he or
she is ready. It boils down to six
simple words: Look up . . . check
up . . . speak up.

There's money to be made on the
rooftops in your town or city.

All that it takes is a little added
effort. Whether you are a technician
or a dealer, the results will pay off
handsomely in substantially more
profits for you and greater satisfac-
tion for your customer from im-
proved TV -set performance. 

TV ALIGNMENT...
continued from page 51

The alignment demonstrator's
fine tuning is adjusted to obtain a
response curve displaying the color
and video carriers opposite each
other at about 50 percent amplitude
and the sound carrier between 0 and

(215.75) (Freq. CH 13)

Fig. 12-Response curve obtained from the
tuner.

20 percent amplitude (Fig. 12). If
this check showed the tuner mis-
aligned, the tuner adjustment would
be made by expanding or compress-
ing the coils associated with the mis-
aligned channel. The alternative to
tuner adjustment is to send the tuner
to a factory repair facility, since it is
felt that this adjustment is too criti-
cal for field alignment. 

how to get a
$400 frequency counter

for $19995*

...build the new
Heathkit IB-101

 Acc Hate counting, 1 Hz to over 15 MHz
 Automatic trigger level for wide range input without adjustment
 Five digit readout with Hz/kHz ranges & overrange indicators

give eight digit capability
 High Z input
 Computer -type integrated circuitry eliminates divider chain adjustment

The latest Heath breakthrough in low cost, high quality instrumentation. New IB-101
counts from 1 Hz to over 15 MHz; advanced integrated circuitry eliminates blinking
readout & divider chain adjustment.
Overrange indicator & Hz/kHz switch give the IB-101 8 -digit capability. Set the range
switch to kHz & the display reads out to the nearest kHz ... push the range switch to
Hz and read down to the last Hz. Overrange & Hz/kHz indicators light up to give
error -free measurement & correct range at all times. Automatic decimal locator elim-
inates interpolation & figuring.
Exclusive Heath -designed input circuit uses a dual -gate, diode -protected MOSFET

. provides proper triggering without adjustment from less than 100 mV to over 200
V. Input Z is 1 megohm shunted by less than 20 pF to minimize circuit loading & error.
Other features include sockets for all 26 IC's & 5 display tubes ... 120/240 V AC
operation & convenient handle/tilt stand.
Compare the new Heathkit IB-101... then order yours. Kit IB-101, 7 lbs.... $199.95*
IB-101 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Range: 1 Hz to greater than 15 MHz. Accuracy: ±1 count ±time
base staoilly. Gate Times: 1 millisecond or 1 second with automatic reset. INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
- Sensitivity: 1 Hz to 1 MHz, less than 100 mV rms. 1 MHz to 15 MHz, less than 250 mV rms, after
30 minutes warmup. Trigger Level: Automatic. Impedance: 1 Megohm shunted by less than 20 pF.
Maximum Input: 200 V rms, DC - 1 kHz. Derate at 48 V per frequency decade. TIME BASE: Frequency:
1 MHz, crystal controlled. Aging Rate: Less than 1 PPM/month after 30 days. Temperature: Less than
±2 parts in 10'/degree C. 20 to 35 degrees C after 30 minutes warmup. +.002% from 0 to 50 degrees
C. GENERAL: Readout: 5 digits plus overrange. Temperature Range: Storage; -55 to 80 degrees C.
Operating; 0 to 50 degrees C. Power Requirements: 105-125 or 210-250 V AC, 50/60 Hz, 8 watts. Cabinet
Dimensions: 814" W x 314" H x not including handle. Net Weight: 41/2 lbs.

r
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-3
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

O Enclosed is $

a Schlumberger company

, plus shipping.

Please send model (s)
O Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog. 0 Please send Credit Application.

Name

Address

City State Zip

L .
*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. 11-232

. . . far more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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another
great new

idea

reversible

ratchet
handles for

""99"" toolsz0.000.0
These two unique plastic (UL) handles
extend the usefulness of all Xcelite
Series "99" tools, make welcome addi-
tions to any "99" set.

Both regular (99-1R) and Tee (99-4R)
types accept more than 60 individually
available nutdriver, screwdriver, and
special purpose snap -in blades to speed
and simplify assembly and service work.

Fully enclosed ratchet mechanism is
built to highest socket wrench quality
standards. Recessed reversing shift op-
erates at the flick of a thumb. Patented
spring chuck holds blades firmly.

nationwide availability
through local distributors

REQUEST BULLETIN N670
Made in U.S.A.

XCELITE, INC., 14 Bank St., Orchard Park, N. Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

... for more details circle 131 on Reader SerV1ce Card
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NEW PRODUCTS

700 Multi -Band Portable Radio 30

701 Security System 30

702 Battery Merchandiser 30

703 Stereo -Radio Speaker Switch 70

704 Tuner Cleaner 70

705 Oscilloscope 70

706 Cable Assembly 70

707 Power Supply 72

708 Mobile Antenna 72

709 Service Bag 72

710 TV Cords 74

711 Megaphone 74

712 Audio Connector Adapter 74

TEST INSTRUMENT

900 B & K Model 1460 trigger -sweep

scope 56

Technicians, Earn Your Associate

DEGREE
mostly by correspondence

Accredited by the Accdt. Comm of Nation,' Home
Study Council f i,f. Bill Approved. Fire cobilog,
Wr'Ir Dept. T

Grantham School of Engineering
1505 N. Western, Hollywood, Calif. 90027

. . . for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card

TEST EQUIPMENT
at

Discount Prices

1\1 C CD 1=1
Equipment by Other

Manufacturers also Available

Write for free Catalog

FORDHAM

RADIO SUPPLY CO.
265 E 149 St., Bronx, N.Y. 10451

Tele: 212 585-0330

RCADistributors of
Electronic Supplies
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Simulates picture

It takes time
to replace a color picture tube...

works to cut back

the need of

replacing the

replacement

sustained brightness and color purity are assured through
use of advanced getter material. G3ses generated by tt-e
tube's operation a -e removed, pro\.iding longer life and
sustained color pLrity

reliability and qua ity assurance are built in. Only the
highest quality rep acement components are used and
they're still expected to prove themselves. First during
the manufacturinc process, througi continuing in -line
inspections, and Extensive life testing of the finished
product, afterwards.

GE ULTRACOLOR r picture tubes provide the service
and dependability that guarantee customer satisfaction
(Made by professionals, for professionals.)

TUBE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT  GENE RAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

OWENSBORO. KENTUCKY 42301

GENERAL ELECTRIC



10 million reasons why
it pays to promote matrix,
the brightest, sharpest color picture tube
in RCA history!
Reasons 1 to 10,000,000. Large -screen MATRIX can up-
grade the performance of at least 10 million color TV sets
now in use. The RCA MATRIX 23VALP22 is a direct replace-
ment for the 23VANP22, 23VARP22, 25AP22A, 25BAP22
(Chromacolor), 25BCP22, 25BGP22, 25XP22, and 45 other
industry types! Giant -screen sales potential for the RCA
MATRIX - practically unlimited!

More RCA Color Picture Tubes are stocked and sold by

The RCA jet-black matrix
It soaks up room -light normally reflected
back at the viewer from the face of the tube.
Result: brighter pictures because now there's
no need to "filter out" brightness to maintain
contrast under strong room -light conditions.

Kc- 

distributors than any other color picture tubes in the it
dustry. So, MATRIX is more readily available to you n
matter where you are, to give your customers faster servic
and ring up more profitable sales.

MATRIX is the brightest and sharpest color picture tub
in RCA history!

Here's why:

The RCA MATRIX phosphor -dot process'
First, we developed brilliant new phosphors
and a unique screening process incorpo-
rating a jet-black matrix. Then we deposited
the 1,200,000 red, green, aria blue high -
intensity phosphor dots precisely witrin the
black matrix. Result: brightness doubled w'th
dramatic improvement in contrast and clarity.

New 4 -color consumer flyer on MATRIX is available from your RCA Distributor.
RCA Electronic Components Harrison, N J. 07C29

The RCA MATRIX picture
Spectacular! In operation, a new, unique
high -resolution gun "shoots" the phosphors
with more energy than any other gun pre-
viously available. Result: black matrix +
phosphors + high -resolution gun = maximum
sharpness over the entire brightness range,
truer colors under all viewing conditions.

RCA
fhatrtx

Magnified drawing '`Simulated




